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INTERVIEW

ALICE M. RIVLIN

A Guide to the CongresSional
BudgetProcess

Q.

The 1974 Budget Control Act, which established the nert' Congressional Budget Office, has
been described by many Senators and Congressmen as the most significant legislative accomplishment in decades. Can you account for the pride in
this Act? Do you believe it is justified?
A. Yes, I believe it is. The Congress has known for
a· long time that it didn't have a workable way of
looking at the federal budget as a whole and making
appropriat~ overall policy decisions.
First of aU, it never had a chance to look at expenditures and revenues at the same time. To many people this seems perfectly ridiculous. How can you run
a government if you're not looking at the income
and outflow at the same time and making some kind
of judgment about whether the relationship between
expenditure and revenue levels is appropriate to the
overall state of the economy?
Second, the Congress never had a chance to consic!er questions of priorities. Individual bills came to
the fiOl)r one by one~ never was there an opportunity
to look at federal spending as a whole and decide
if money was going to the right places. Even the
Appropriations Committees have never looked at the
overall appropriations situation. Because they have
always worked through subcommittees-each concerned •vith its ovm particular.area-they have not
looked at the trade-offs among major spending categ<)ri~s.
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Since revenue bills also came to the floor one by
one, there was no moment at which it was in order
for any Congressman to propose either that spending be diverted from one major category to another
or that new revenues be raised to cover a particular expenditure.
Furthermore, Congress had a very awkward time
schedule in which to consider appropriations and
revenue measures. Most appropriations bills in recent years have not been passed until after the fiscal
year for which they were to apply had aheady
started. That meant added confusion both in the
executive agencies and in state and local government. It also locked the Congress into decisionsalmost making one year's budget look a lot like the
year before's simply because there wasn't time to
change it.
The Congress has been aware of all of these weaknesses for a long time and yet has not taken the
rather drastic steps that were necessary to improve
the process. What finally galvanized it into action
was the somewhat irrelevant circumstance of the
difference in political parties between the White
House and the Hill and the challenging of the Con~
gress by Nixon in the 197 4 budget. This convinced
the Congress, finally, that if it didn't want to lose
control completely to the executive branch, it needed
some process of its own for looking at the budget
and expressing its own priorities.
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private sector. In my judgment, the
system under which this nation survives and grows depends as much
on cooperation as it does on competition among the cores of power and
responsibility within the government
and within the nation. If there is
any area. in which the element of
cooperation is imperative, it is in
safeguarding the livelihood and wellbeing of the nation, not only in
terms of the needs of today but in
terms of the needs of tomorrow
and tomorrow. \Vhatever we do,

therefore, let us try to do it in that fthe initial budget, and he had virtually no control over the subsequent
context, in the context of cooperaexpenditures by his own departtion between the two parties, coments. '01e Treasury Department
operation between the two branches
was equally powerless; its job was to
and cooperation among the basic
collect the revenues, pay the bills,
segments of our national life. When
and keep the ledger. All too often,
it comes to the nation's basic ceoexpenditures exceeded the original
nomic needs, there is no advantage
budget targets and supplementary
to be gained for any particular segappropriations had to be voted by
ment in government or private life.
the Congress before the end of the
If we do not work together today,
fiscal year.
in this sphere, there will be no need
\
.
to ask for whom the bell tolls; it
J Shift of power to the president
will toll for all of us tomorrow.

tThe Budget and Accounting Act of

Reforming the Federal
Bttdget Process
Michael E. Levy
Prior to the Civil War, Congress,
through the powerful House Ways
and Means Committee, was in complete control of the federal government's budget. Tnat committee controlled both taxation and expenditures. Total revenues determined the
budget process and debt retirement
was the primary and dominant "expenditure." The remainder of revenues was barely adequate to support
basic government operationslargely foreign affairs and national
security. This budgetary procedure
kept the size of the federal government spending minimal with virtually no independent presidential control over programs and expenditures.

Erosion of
congressional control
The erosion of congressional power
started in 1865 when the budget con-

trol functions were divided: a new
Appropriations Committee took
charge of expenditure control while
the Ways and Means Committee retained jurisdiction over revenues and
the federal debt. (The Senate instituted a similar division of fl:nctions.) ·
This specialization was supposed to
increase the effectiveness of Congress; instead it marked the beginning of the erosion of congressional
control over the federal budget.
When the House Appropriations
Committee tried to block popular
programs, authority over these programs was shifted more and more to
the legislative committees and, before long, the political appeal of
"pork barrel" legislation was discovered.
Yet the executive was in no position to reverse the process of budgetary disintegration. The president
had little to say as Congress shaped

MrcHAEL E. LEVY is Director of Economic Policy Research at The Conference Board aml
Visiting Graduate Professor of Public Finance at The New School for Social Research.
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1921 was designed to correct this
situation by providing greater executive control over the budget totals; it
set the stage for a dramatic reversal
of power. With the creation of the
Bureau of the Budget, the executive
took on the chief responsibility for
overail budgeting and for the reconciliation of revenues and expenditures. InitiaHy, the Bureau of the
Budget was an arm of the TI"easury;
but soon it became a coequal, and in
recent years-reorganized into the
Office of Management and Budgetit has become the single most powerful superagency under the direct control of the president.
The 1921 act also created the
General Accounting Office, an auditing arm of the Congress and its
watchdog. But the GAO was no adequate match for the new Bureau of
the Budget and the efficient, centralized budget process the latter developed; hence control over the budget shifted from Capitol Hill to the
White House. With the growth of the
federal government's programs and
activities during the Great Depression and World War II, this shift of
power accelerated and became
deeply entrenched. The Employment
Act of 1946-and the subsequent
transition in budget planning to meet
countercyclical fiscal policy objectives-increased the responsibilities
of the president and enhanced his
power to sh;1pe the budret in ~tccor-
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Senate Committees - 4

~

Joe Biden (Del.)
Sam Nunn (Ga.)

HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS
Ext. 46348

No standing subcommittees.

Sparkman -chairman

Commerce

Brooke
Tower
Packwood
Garn

Proxmire
Williams
Mcintyre
Cranston
Biden

Interstate and foreign commerce generally; regulation
of interstate transportation, communications, pipelines,
inland waterways, Coast Guard, merchant marine, civil
aeronautics except activities of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration; fisheries and wildlife;
National Weather Service; National Ocean Survey;
National Bureau of Standiirds. Ext. 45115.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
Stevenson- chairman
Packwood
Tower
Helms
Brooke

Proxmire
Williams
Cranston
Biden
Mcintyre

D 12- R 6
Warren G. Magnuson (D Wash.), chairman•
John 0. Pastore (R.I.)
Vance Hartke (Ind.)
Phillip A. Hart (Mich.)
Howard W. Cannon (Nev.)
RussellS. Long (La.)
Frank E. Moss (Utah)
Ernest F. Hollings (S.C.)
Daniel K. Inouye (Hawaii)
John V. Tunney (Calif.)
Adlai E. Stevenson Ill (Ill.)
Wendell H. Ford (Ky.)

OVERSIGHT
Proxmire- chairman
Tower
Brooke
Packwood
Helms
Garn

Sparkman
Williams
Mcintyre
Cranston
Stevenson
Bid en
Morgan

James B. Pearson (Kan.)*
Robert P. Griffin (Mich.)
Ted Stevens (Alaska)
J. Glenn Beall Jr. (Md.)
Lowell P. Weicker Jr. (Conn.)
James L Buckley (N.Y.)

AVIATION
Ext. 49325

PRODUCTION AND STABILIZATION

Cannon - chairman

Cranston- chairman

Pearson
Stevens
Griffin
Beall

Magnuson
Hart
Hartke
Hollings
Inouye
Moss
Tunney
Stevenson

Helms
Packwood

Stevenson
Bid en

SECURITIES
Ext. 49150
Williams- chairman

COMMUNICATIONS

Brooke
.Tower
Helms

Mcintyre
Cranston
Stevenson
Morgan

Ext. 49341
Pastore - chairman

Morgan -chairman
Sparkman
Mcintyre

Griffin
Stevens
Beall
Weicker

Harke
Hart
Long
Moss
Cannon
Hollings
Inouye

• SMALL BUSINESS
Garn
Packwood

• Budset
• CONSUMER

Federal budget generally; Congressional Budget Office. Ext. 40642.

Ext. 49321

D 10- R 6

Moss - chairman

EdmundS. Muskie (D Maine), chairman
Warren G. Magnuson (Wash.)
Frank E. Moss (Utah)
Walter F. Mondale (Minn.)
Ernest F. Hollings (S.C.)
Alan Cranston (Calif.)
Lawton Chiles (Fla.)
James Abourezk (S.D.)

Hart - vice chairman

Henry Bellmon (Okla.)
Robert Dole (Kan.)
J. Glenn Beall Jr. (Md.)
James L. Buckley (N.Y.)
James A. McClure (Idaho)
Pete V. Domenici (N.M.)

Pastore
Hartke
Inouye
Cannon
Tunney
Stevenson
Ford
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Buckley
Beall
Weicker
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House Committees - 5
Patman
Neal
Patterson
Derrick
Ashley
Fauntroy
Boggs

Hyde

AuCoin
Tsongas
Moorhead
StGermain
Hubbard
LaFalce
Ashley
Derrick

Kelly
Fenwick

GENERAL OVERSIGHT AND RENEGOTIATION

-, ·oudget

Ext. 55035
Minish - chairman

Mitchell
Derrick
Hayes
Gonzalez
StGermain
Evans

Studies and recommends changes in the federal
budget. Ext. 57200.

Hansen
Rousselot
McKinney

D 17- R 8
Brock Adams (D Wash.), chairman
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. (Mass.)
Jim Wright (Texas)
Thomas L. Ashley (Ohio)
Robert N. Giaimo (Conn.)
Neal Smith (Iowa)
James G. O'Hara (Mich.)
Robert L. Leggett (Calif.)
Parren J. Mitchell (Md.)
Omar Burleson (Texas)
Phil M. Landrum (Ga.)
Sam Gibbons (Fla.)
Patsy T. Mink (Hawaii)
Louis Stokes (Ohio)
Harold Runnels (N.M.)
Elizabeth Holtzman (N.Y.)
Butler Derrick (S.C.)

HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND COINAGE
Stephens - chairman
Spellman
Schulze
Annunzio
Johnson
Hayes
Hannaford

' HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Ext. 57054
Barrett - chairman

Sullivan
Ashley
Moorhead
Stephens
StGermain
Gonzalez
Mitchell
Hanley
Fauntroy
Boggs
Patterson
Ford
LaFalce
AuCoin
Rees
Spellman

Brown
Stanton
Rousselot
Wylie
McKinney
Conlan
Kelly
Grass ley

No standing subcommittees.

:. District of Columbia
All measures relating to municipal affairs of the
District of Columbia except its appropriations. Ext.
54457.
D17- R8
Charles C. Diggs Jr. (D Mich.), chairman•
Donald M. Fraser (Minn.)
W. S. (Bill) Stuckey (Ga.)
Ronald V. Dellums (Calif.)
Thomas M. Rees (Calif.)
Waiter E. Fauntroy (D.C.)
James A. Mann (S.C.)
Romano L. Mazzoli (Ky.)
Herbert E. Harris II (Va.)
W.C. (Dan) Daniel (Va.)
Jerry Litton (Mo.)
Helen Meyner (N.J.)
Henry J. Nowak (N.Y.)
Ph1l Sharp (Ind.)
James J. Florio (N.J.)
Vacancy
Vacancy

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONS
AND FINANCE
Ext. 50419

Gonzalez - chairman
Tsongas
Boggs
Stephens
Hanley
Rees
Faun troy
Hubbard
Evans

Johnson
Hyde
Grass ley
Fenwick

Ext. 51618

Ext. 50573

Harris - chairman

Rees - chairman
Neal
Hayes
Hannaford
Blanchard
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Fraser
Meyner
Sharp
Mann
Vacancy

Stanton
Brown
Conlan
Hyde
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Gilbert Gude (Md.)
William H. Harsha (Ohio)
Stewart B. McKinney (Conn.)
Edward G. Biester Jr. (Pa.)
Tom Railsback (Ill.)
Robert W. Daniel Jr. (Va.)
Charles W. Whalen Jr. (Ohio)
Vacancy

BICENTENNIAL, THE ENVIRONMENT
AND THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

INTERNATIONAL TRADE, INVESTMENT
AND MONETARY POLICY

!. ..

Delbert L. Latta (Ohio)
Elford A. Cederberg (Mich.)
Herman T. Schneebeli (Pa.)
James T. Broyhill (N.C.)
Del Clawson (Calif.)
James F. Hastings (N.Y.)
Garner E. Shriver (Kan.)
Barber B. Con able Jr. (N.Y.)
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.so Mayor Abraham Beame warned that· · gency loans, has-no options. It
there will have to be fresh cuts in the . even play ', politicS, since both
city's own $13 billion budget. In effect, national Republican Administration and
both the mayor and the governor are . the · state'~ . Democratic government
seeking _to make. a politica!. virtue out pf · a:e reducing the ~ow of aid to the
. econonnc necesstty. · ·
.•.. , ~. \ City.. As a result of last year's belt
· .Their primary .objective is . io . re- ... tighteriing, the municipal workforce nas
establish fiscal credibility, which is the been cut by more _than 37,000 and many
key to gaining renewed access to the . · services. have been curtailed or shut
tax-exempt market for state and local down. ·Nevertheless, state and federal
obligations. Mr Carey should have an ..watchdogs have publicly warned that
. easier job of it if only because he is a . the city bas fallen behind in its pledge
. relative newcomer with no reputation ..to make an additional. S200m in reducfor fiscal gimmickry to live down. Never-·, .tions.. So the city is being forced to
. , theless, the state is in serious· financial -~ begin a new round of cuts,. which will .
· · trouble because of the difficulties-of the :.~ntail the-~closing of libraries; hospit~s
~::,~·so-called ..moral obligation" authorities,;:, and public schools and fresh reductions'
:..;;:. ;spawned during tbec:Rockefeller <era/.·~ in .assistance to. t;te city's tuition7free: _
·--:.::::-.:-.Many or these publtc authorities wbich-···<:universi
stem ~i..i..• . ; ,_.;:.-;-.~-"h ....._ . :; ..
.)=~~~~:imde:tooko:!: sup~y· :·.. _self-&an~g~:~-~":~~"-~r~~:':·h-.• :~···1tf£.7;='1+".:Lff~:i~/J~r;T
.'
housmg and public. facilities .are::being:cf,
economy-'-':;::;:-::"··<?'-'?~.;~'!~':: ,,.,·.,.·
~, ., · kept'.afioat,. by the state: ~use they;::
· .
. ·.
· · . · ·'
:?J:::.:.~ave ·: no.t·;-been. ~roduCing cadequate~j:;G reel_l~pan V_S:::,~~';_~ < ;',
.
. . . •....
;,;:'! crevenues.··:.of then: -own. ~~Mr -Arthur
-:::;·~.: -::~';·:· ::'-~j,:;:&'"~;'.;-:;··)~'·t· '· . . Gr.eenspans notforstir.ulat~og· ·~[~:;;;;::,}. .
·.-~?: · _Levitt,. the .state controller, ·.who- has :~
IV In:_.;":;- :. s~~-':&;:~~~~,: '.:: .. :_,; ._/,~-:.·~.. "'~'·'·.:::..:='~"~ :::r~• :-c• · . -,:·: -:-::;~~r:.n:: .·
-·~;,~.·tong voiced oppositiontopublicauthori-_;.,
and in practice-. c~ is. almost
>·: ties, has-made it known that he is now ~-~ROM~_sP~71ALcoR~;;'PONDENT • · .· ·•certain to make the pciic-J fur that year
·:·~;·· cons!dering inv~ting money from state.,_ ..• ·_ ·:->"'~;(~ · +~ ---:w_ashmgton.DC ·somewhat more exp~. This is
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BUDGET COMMITTEES MOVE TOWARD FIRM FIGURES
Congress in early April moved closer to \Vhat promised
to he a bitter and drawn-out showdown over how large the
fiscal year 1976 budget deficit should be, and how much
economic stimulus is too much.
In a narrow 13-10 vote, the new House Budget Committee April 8 adopted budget recommendations that would
result in a $73.2-billion gap between revenue and spending.·
The committee earlier in the day had turned down the
package, 11-Hl. Two Republicans then changed their votes
to favor the plan, explaining that they switched only so the
proposals could move to the full House for consideration.
The Senate Budget Committee by April 10 had voted
tentatively for a spending and revenue plan that would
create a $67.2-billion deficit. Bogged down in procedural
disputes, the panel scheduled an extra session Aprilll for
·
final votes on its recommendations.
The two committees were due to file final reports containing their suggestions for o\·er-all revenue, spending and
deficit targets by April 15. Under new budget procedures
adopted in 1974, the House and Senate are scheduled to
complete action on the targets by May 15. (Budget control
bnckgrrmnd, Weekly Report p. 589; complete comparison.-;
of fiuul committee recmmnenrlations and the Presider1t's
proposed btulget w-ill be }lublished in u subsequertt Weekly
Rep(Jrt)
·
These targets would form guidelines for the
authorizations and appropriations committees as they
proc~ss individual pieces of legislation for the upcoming
... c< ;- fiscal year.
-·· ..,
...... "·"
Confusion
-. ,
.
..
, .. It seemed clear from the committee votes that many
members of both panels still were somewhat confused by
the new process. The plan is being tried in 1975 to force
Congress to consider the budget's over-all impact on the
economy as well as to give the legislative branch a firmer
hand in setting national priorities through weighing the
relative importance of various spending programs.
At several points the new budget mechanism appeared
on the verge of collapsing over procedural problems. The
most criticism came, as expected, from Republicans and
fiscally conservative Democrats on the two panels who
claimed the projected deficits were too high.
- . . Others felt the two plans placed too much emphasis on
stimulating the economy through increasing funds for
social programs at the expense of other parts of the budget,
such as defense.
There appeared to be some evidence, particularly in the
Senate committee, that President Ford's warnings against
o\·erstimulating the economy had taken some effect. Ford
said in a March 29 televised speech that he would resist any
fiscal meaRures taken by Congress that would push the
deficit beyond $6Q..bjllion. (Speech, Weekly Report p. 696)
Democrats generally have argued that a higher deficit
was necessary to create programs that would accelerate
economic recovery. Sen. Walter F. Mondale (D Minn.) and
others on the two budget panels have claimed that a rapid
,~.

recovery would reduce the deficit in future years since it
would spur productivity and increase revenues. Mondale at
one point proposed a $75-billion deficit.
However, some other Democrats admitted privately
during the week that they were reluctant to vote for such a
large figure. The House Committee leadership was working
to minimize the difference between the deficits projected by
its panel and that by the Ford administration.
"A lot of the difference is due to different accounting,"
said a committee spokesman. He asserted that the ad-.
ministration had overestimated revenues and underestimated spending by about $W-billion, based on projections made by the Budget, Appropriations and Ways and
Means committees. .
.
·
If the administration'sassumptions were correct, the
effect would be to lower the House committee's projected
deficit by $10-billion. If the committee's figures were right,"
it would raise the administration's deficit by the same
amount.

.Senate Committee·. { ·-~
Procedural wrangling pushed the Senate panel beyond ·
its three-day schedule for adopting final recommendations.:
By AprillO the committee had pnly tentatively decided on a
$366.1-billion spending program, with estimated revenues·
of $298.9-billion. ' ~ >·
·
' ·
Major departures from the President's proposed ·
budget included a $4-billion increase in the President's $7.2billion request for revenue sharing and other domestic·
fisc~l aid, a $5-bi!lion rise over the $120.6-billion requested
for mcome secur1ty programs. . ..· - ,t~' , . ·
· '"
The major cuts were a $3.6-billion reduction in the ·
President's proposed $94-billion for defense spending and a ·
cut of $1.5-billion from non-military foreign assistance requests of $6.4-billion. · · · :c ··'
The committee April 10 adopted a proposal that had
been discarded earlier by Chairman EdmundS. Muskie (D
Maine) to alter the committee's bookkeeping methods.
Under the plan, temporary spending measures designed to
stimulate the economy and to phase out once recovery was
underway were separated from regular spending figures in
each of the budget categories.
The accounting procedure, which was not included in
the House committee recommendations, revealed a tentative temporary spending level of $8.5-billion.
·
·
Procedural Disputes
The Senate committee had begun its three-day markup s_ession April 8, when it voted on re\·enue targets. That
sesswn went smoothly. But the next day, as the committee
b.egan work on spending figures, it quickly split into factiOns over pt·ocedural questions.
Chairman Muskie, visibly irritated, at one point
labeled a procedural argument "diversionary." He repeated!Y warned ~hat. the committee would not be able to complete
Its work m time to meet the April 15 deadline if the
arguments continued.
·
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Budget Report/Spending calculations vary
as Congress focuses on target
Congress is wrestling with a question
that has proved to be a lot harder than
it sounds: Is it Ji,·ing within the spending target that it set last May in its
fiscal 1976 budget resolution?
By one measure devised by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the
House is on its way toward exceeding

tory programs have grown by $2.9
billion since adoption of the budget
resolution. Included are $700 million
extra for food stamps and $700 million extra for veterans' benefits.
Some spending programs not contemplated in May have become likely
in September. The Office of Manage-

by Joel Havemann
CBO would include the Pn:sident's
budget request as the best available
proxy for congressional action. It
would compare the House and Senate
totals to the budget re:,olution.
Rep. Brock Adams, D-Wash., chairman of the House Budget Committee,
told CBO director Alice M. Rivlin
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Economic. Affairs

CBO FORESEES SLOW ECONOMIC RECOVERY
Predicting that expected increases in energy costs may
set off another hike in the inflation rate, the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) June 30 declared that "moderately expansionary'' economic policies might speed recovery from
the recession.
The policies CBO mentioned included an extension of
the temporary ta.>c cut enacted earlier in 1975 along with a
further cut of $15-billion; an unspecified increase in the
deficit; and a 10 per cent annual growth rate in the money
supply.
CBO stressed, however, that it was making no policy
recommendations.
In its first report on the state of the economy, CBO also
warned that economic recovery would be slow even with
such steps. However, according to the report, these policies
could help alleviate the high rate of unemployment without
"appreciably" increasing inflation.
More restrictive fiscal and monetary policy than is
currently in force, on the other band; could "worsen unemployment while doing little to reduce inflation," the
report added.
Under current policy, the unemployment rate
"probably" will not decline much below 8 per cent before the
end of 1976, while the rate of inflatibn "can be expected to
remain in the 6 to 9 per cent range through 1976," CBO
declared.
·
Ford administration spokesmen have argued repeatedly against further economic stimulation, maintaining that
such policies would increase the rate of inflation and slow
down the recovery.
Reaction
Early administration reaction to the report was
cautious. "We're looking at it with interest," an Office of
:Management and Budget (OMB) spokesman told
Congressional Quarterly. "Obviously some of the assumptions differ with some of the assumptions made in the midsession review" of the economy made public by OMB May
30. (Weekly Report p. 1128)

June Jobless Rate
The nation's jobless rate feU from 9.2 per cent in
May to 8.6 per cent in June. But Labor Department officials said it was too early t9 determine whether the
decrease indicated a real improvement in the unemployment picture.
The caution was due to what the department
described as "a limitation in the seasonal adjustment
procedure." The June rate is normally adjusted
downward to reflect the impact of summer workers
but when the jobless rate is so high, the department
said, the figures automatically reflect more labor
market entries than there really are, causing a false
decline.

PAGE 1424-July 5, 1975

House Budget Committee Chairman Brock Adams (D
Wash.), whose panel is closely divided over economic issues,
greeted the report with a carefully worded statement that
avoided comment on CEO's findings. "I am pleased that
with the issuance of this, its first report, the CBO is now
coming into full operation," Adams said. "I am sure it will
be most helpful to the members of Congress in the months
and years ahead."
Senate Budget Committee Chairman Edmund S.
Muskie (D Maine) was less noncommittal. ''This report confirms the appropriateness of the job-creating strategy we
adopted in May'' when Congress adopted for the first time
target spending and revenue figures, Muskie declared.
(Budget resolution, Weekly Report p. 10i3)

MilestoneThe 80-page document was a milestone in Congress'
attempt to reassert its control over federal spending policy.
CBO, headed by former Brookings Institution
economist Alice M. Rivlin, was set up as a nonpartisan,
analytical arm of Congress to give the House and Senate
their own source of budget expertise, similar to the
President's Office of Management and Budget.
(Background, Weekly Report p. 593)
· .
CBO is supposed to analyze various alternatives to the
administration's economic policies and to report on their
possible effects, as well as to conduct its own independent
review of the economy. It. is not supposed to actively recommend policies.
The economy report was prepared by the unit's Fiscal
Policy Division under the direction of CBO Assistant Director Frank de Leeuw, along \vith aides Nancy Barrett and
Alan Blinder.
Denies Advocacy
In an interview, de Leeuw stressed that CBO did not intend to advocate a new tax cut or other policies.
"We're really talking about what we think will happen
[as a result of any given policy alternative]. and not what
value we attach to high unemployment or stable prices," he
said. "If we have different values, we will try not to get any
value judgments into the reports. We just want this to be a
source of information."
De Leemv predicted that "the time surely will come"
when the staff disagrees on technical judgments about the
economy, and when that happens, "we will try to give a
representative range of views." But, he added, "for right
now that's not a serious problem."
The report was based on three standard econometric
models, as well as on the "good, reasoned judgment" of the
staff economists, according to CBO aide Ed Deagle. The
three models were those of Chase Econometrics, Data
Resources Inc., and Wharton Econometric Forecasting
Associates Inc.
.
The House and Senate Budget Committees will use the
report as a reference point as they move into a period of in-
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Co~gress Rep~rtfAlice Rivlin named chief

of Congressional Budget Office . byJoelHaveman~
332 After months of

h:~ggling. Congress
has placed Alice :VI. Rivlin, an
NATIOS.-\l economist with a record of support
JOUR~Al
for so.:i:J.I program~ and opposition to
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this perverse effect, Council of Eco- keeps dropping thr<>ugh 1975, the economic Advisers member William J. ·. nomic cost \viii be huge. According to ·
; Fellner has said that if the Ad minis- Franco Modigliani, president-elect of
tration should turn to stimulus, "A re- . the AEA, the loss of real output could
duction of effective tax rates for indi- come to $80-biilion. And Columbia Uni..... , .. ..
viduals and also for corporations versity economist Robert Mundeil puts A crawHng start
deserves very high priority."
the cost of lost real GNP closer to $100The quadrupling of the price of im- billion.
· . Or_ _.· Udgei reform_·_-·
ported oil in the past year is not techniInflation foreca5ting continues to be
_,_, . , . .
. -cally a tax, but economists tend to view . the bane of the economics profession, The new year was to bring the fir!
it as a kind of excise .levy imposed by but even here the economists in San test of the new machinery Congre:
the foreign producers' cartel (page 77). Francisco were partially in accord. designed to help it handle the feder:
According to both George L. Perry of Most of those interviewed by BUSINESS budget. And with the Joint Econom
Brookings and Richard N. Cooper of WEEK agreed that the rate of inflation Committee foreseeing deficits reacbin
. .. .
Yale, this has siphoned $15-billion .to would drop below _the double-digit · $23-billion in the current budget an
i
$20-billion out of the U.S. economy. range in 1975. The question was by how . $36-billion in · the one President Foz
1- ·
Counting the secondary_effects of the much. The consensus was -.7% by year- will submit later this month:....eve
Lf:';, reduction · in~aggregate demand, this ' end.· Joel Popkin of the-National Bu- without a tax cut-the new House an
' -~~;~: ,:.__ analyticaL: equivalent of.- fiscal:, drag -reau. of Economic . -Research, until
Senate Budget Committees could nc
L:~:-:: -~ · adds upcto ·.a $37-billion lois) These _ ·recently top price. analyst at the CEA, -"be starting worka moment toosoon. ~
F~,,..;::- : - findings'were cited repeatedly~bylib--·:;. predicts that inflation: should getdown ·_~..., But -unforeseen delays 'are : raisin
.1.~::: . eral economists at San: FranCisco _to·
._, '
'
· · · ·<·.·--'· ·
··
serious doubts whether the system pr
!·:5; · · bolster the taX-cut argument~,:;_~:-·;;;~,, ;:;.t .,.
scribed by ~he ' Budget Reform 'Act c
: 1::~-i[':· .: > Although .recession fears have
.1974 .can make -any significant impa•
•. ~pushed most~ conservatives -: onto the
·in 1975. A n·ew chairman will have to 1
. ::::f' -tax-cut bandwagon, many of them still
._ elected · for . the ·House · Budget ·· Con
1- ~·~. fear that a big cut could have· several
>mit tee when _C ongress .reconvene
;k:;_.~;;; ·.. adverse effects: a rekindling of infta-._
..since. Representative AL ..Ullman (I
f· ·
·· ··
: Ore.) has to give up the post·to be2
i l:;!f{>. The conservatives worry -:'·:·:::•;·
;:' the Ways & Means Committee: Ar.
I ~::. ,·: that too big a cut now ....
. . _·
Senate ; and House leaders have' nl
-:~:-':·~-r_:_-._~_:_~:- · would increase inflation
-- been able to agree on a director for tl
.
) Congressional Budget Office; •: capit
; ,•.,_;;,.: . tionary expectations and hence of in-·:
~ Hill's mini-version of the President
! 2f_i.~ -~·}:_·flati~n itself_, and ·p. ossibly _a .too. _rapid ·
. .. ffice of Management & Budget. ···:: 7
, ~''" ;. : c,.. reV\,ng up_o! the economy :before the .:
•· _·Nevertheless, there is still hope th;
. :-~· ~-Administration's ·anti-inflation fight'
.
Senate· and House Budget · Cor:
·:;:.:.> ~, , can bring a significant drop iri the rate .
: •.mittees will be ready to go with :
. /'{~:
of· price ·. increase. However, Milton ·.
, -least a bob-tailed "trial run" this yea
. 1 ,. ·: .
Friedman, the elfin oracle of the Uni-- ·
: )'I hope we can have macroeconom
. 1 ~·--·
versity of Chicago, is not readyto ac.:·:.
•_-!recommendations [total spending at
. 1cept a stimulative tax cut.._though he ·
··.revenue targets)_ ready in April,"sa:
1
•1
would --compromise on- a decrease -··
· •· the Senate's budget chairman, Edmur
, "·
coupled ~rith lower federal spending. :
_·s. Muskie (D~:Me.). ·. . · . \7~.~ ··::~;.:-:;:,/ :
. j ·• ·-· Says Friedman: "What really matters -·. Modiglianl: Without a tax cut, the loss
· New· ayslem; Legislation creating ne
[ ·. to economic recovery is the rate at· · :.If! output will come to $80-billion. .
budget committees and the CBO .w:
i1
which inflation decelerates. If the infta- ~ > ;_•;·;:-. _·
·., · ··· '· ·
enacted in· June. .Though the new sy
tion rate drops to 5% by mid-1975, <t~ 8% for the secoitd half. But some tern will be operating this year, it w:
j ...
which is my best estimate, real output · other economists still fear that the rate ··_not intended to be fully in effect- un1
1 •
will begin to recover rapidly. Anything will stick at 10% or more.
._ ::.
·the budget the President submits ·
that stops inflation from coming down
Economists at San Francisco could January, 1976. By then, the start of tl
- will hamper recovery, and this includes· only speculate on how the professional . fiscal year will have been changed fro
any tax cut not matched by a cut in consensus that was. reached would af- July 1 to Oct.l,.giving Congress mo
federal spending."
feet the economic program that was time to develop its own response. -A grim forecast. Behind the convention's sfmultaneously · being prepared by ·
For this year, Muskie has iri mir
convergence
in
favor
of
a
tax
cut
is
an
President
Ford
and
his
top
economic
recommendations
on · total spendir
.,
..
equally· impressive agreement over the advisers 1,000 mi. away at Vail, Colo. · levels, the size-though not the typegloomy outlook for the economy in the Although liberal economists such as . ·. tax cut that would be desirable, at
year ahead. Unemployment was gener- . present AEA President Robert Aaron . _broad priority·: decisions, such as tl
ally e:-..-pected by economists at the con- · Gordon are by no means convinced that ·share of spending that should go to d
vention to hit 7%% to 8% by midyear- . Ford is ready to move as fast or as far fense. The new committee already h
the highest level since the Depression- as they would like, they take comfort started working on such problems \\i
and to hang above 7% well into 1976 if from the fact that tax policy is nor- Treasury Secretary William Simon at
11
the Administration does not make a mally made by Congress, not the White other Administration officials. Recor
substantial policy shift.
House, and the 94th Congress is lop- . mendations on three or four broad CCl
I
In addition, the nation's production sidedly Democratic and liberal. The in- egories would cover 80% of the budgE
of goods and services is expected to evitability of a tax cut is emphasized l\Iuskie figures. The staff director
,.1:
sink for at least two more quarters, by Murray L. 'Yeidenbaum, a former the House Budget Committee, Walt
which would run the current decline in top Treasury of.icial under President Kravitz, also hopes to get at leaat th
r eal gross national product to six quar- Nixon, who says: "A stimulative tax far this year. .
ters, the longest string of negative GNP cut _is coming. The only question is
Economists and budget · analys
numbers since the 1930s. If the GNP whether Ford will push or be pulled." . • have been hired for the senior positio:
__
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chief economist for the Senate Budget troika-the heads of the CEA, the 'Trea.:.
A potentially powerful
Committee, will need all the help they sury Dept., the O>IB, and their staffs.
backstop for Congress' new • can get. The cso•s·job will be to serve Some of the newcomers, in fact, could
budget committees ·
as a source of economic information wind up in top economic posts in a fu- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . and analysis and a watchdog over the ture Democratic administration. Be. Administration's budget projections sides Rivlin and Teeters, who are two
· Institutional changes take place in and program priorities for the two of the nation's leading public finance
.· :-. Congress with agonizing slowness un- budget committees and the rest of economists, the new group includes:
less prodded by war or national disas- Congress. The budget group;, will have • Arnold Packer, the Senate unit's
ter. But now, embarrassed by their in- ·.to tell Congress what the Adminis- chief economist· and a triple-threat
ability to control the growth of a gar- tration's proposals add up to (and im- . man with degrees in mechanical engi~
gantuan federal budget, the lawmak- ply for future years' spending), how . neering, business administration, and
·
· .. ers have created the first new govern-. these numbers fit with spending plans · economics from the University of
. · ,~····>.t_;ment agency to oversee the U.S.~ churned .out piecemeal by Congres- North Carolina. Packer learned about
· .· . ':: :· . economy since the President's Council sionaleommittees, and how the appro- ..··· the·real world as a systems analyst at
·
·
Economic Advisers was established · priations, revenue, deficit, and debt .. · Aerojet General Corp. and a fiscal
. . . years ago.: The new apparatus is the · .·. figures can affect the· economy.
. :· - ".,
· '·- ·
·
·
•· . ·
. Budget Office, and work-.. ·.. ·•· .... But this is no mere academic exercise
, :ing with the new House and Senate:: for Congress. The Budget Control Act
. Budget Committees, it promises . to : requires the Hill to vote on-and then.
.. ..
. .-•. turn Capitol Hill into an economic pow-·:~ abide by-the macroeconomic numbers
;,(:_ :: 'erhouse.
,
• ~''" .. :.. · </the economists produce, even if it has .•
· ·· The greatesfstrength and hope of ~·to chop pet spending programs or raise
the new budget machinery, .assembled .taxes. Though the act does not become
~o implement the Budget & Impoundfully operational until fiscal1977, the
ment Control Act of 1974, will be the ~House and Senate panels already have
· people who staff it, and here the elec- ··· · turned out preliminary resolutions for
tricity is ·already flowing. Recruiters
for the three groups are attracting a · ~-Congress' watchdog CflO
flood of economists of high academic .. will be the source of
voltage.
·
Information and analysis ·
Says Nancy H. Teeters, chief econo.mist for the· House budget panel; fiseal1976 for debate in Congress next
"These are going to be the most excit-·. week.. Since these trial-run resolutions
ing jobs in Washington for economists propose a ·deficit of $69-billion to $78. because Congress will now have what . billion, the debate is bound to be hot
... '' amounts to its own Office of Manage- and messy.
.ment & Budget and its own CEA." Con~ . · But, says Sam Gibbons (D-Fla.), a
gress, in short, can tackle the Adminis-- · member of the House budget panel and
· tration head-on . in forming economic · the powerful Ways & Means Com. • policy. .
· .
.· .
· mittee: "This is the first time Congress Director Rivlin has a mandate to build
Since 1976 is a Presidential election . has ever really discussed the big eco- a big. permanent operation at the CBO.
year. the potential for political conflict nomic picture this way. People here
is high. Economic assumptions by the look at the budget as a horror story and econombt at the o~m. wher~ he v.=orked
CEA and OliB that are basic to policy- ·the deficit as an embarrassment. Now
with Teeters in the first Nixon Admin~
making can now be authoratively chat- we have to face up to both the deficit istration. .lenged by lawmakers well tutored by .. problem and the needs of the economy. • Frank de Leeuw of the Urban Insti·
· . their new in-house experts. Adminis- If the resolutions get voted down, we'll tute, a brilliant macroeconomi~t and
tration cost estimates will be scruti- just go back and try again!'
.
housing specialist ,..,-ho served on the
nized as never before.
.
· Strong staff. Joseph L. Fisher, a Virginia Federal Reserve Bvard staff from 1056
·· Th-. buildup. Indeed, Alice Rivlin, direcDemocrat on Ways & Means and an to 1969. De Leeuw, who ,..,.m work for
tor of the bipartisan CBO, has given her economist who formerly was president · Rivlin, helped build the Fed's quarterly
group an organization chart that reads of Resources for the Future, agrees ·economic model and helped James S.
just like that of the 0:::-.IB. She plans to . that "the new budget process already Duesenberry of Harvard build one of
bring her staff up to 110 to 120 persons is imposing a sense of discipline on the first econometric models of the fiby yearend (with 75 to 80 of them econ- Congress" and credits this in part to nancial sector.
omists, lawyers, budget analysts, and sound staff work. "Without these very • Nancy Barrett, also on the Rivlin
· computer specialists), and aims to ha•;e good people, the process would be no- team, a 33-year-old Haryard PhD who
. · a total staff of "some 200 to SOO" in two .where," says Fisher.
· has written textbooks on both macrc
or three years. By contrast, the mtB
The people in the new budget oper- and microeconomi~ theory and now
has 600 employees, 350 of whom work ation are, in plain fact, the heart of the heads the Economics Dept. at Ameri·
directly on the budget. Rivlin dearly process, and they are good. Indeed, can University.
,
has a mandate from Congress to build .some outside economists contend they " Thoma;, Dernburg, on the Packex
a big, permanent operation.
are more than a match for their Ad- squad, a former economics professor at
Rivlin, Teeters, and Arnold Packer, ministration counterparts on the Oberlin College, coR.uthor of a leading
70
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~~o·batever. Congressmen also rejected a
PERSONALITY
tax on sales of gas-guzzling cars. They
llpted instead for a pro"ision requiring
the auto industry to improve the guzzlers' fuel economy. The industry could
Though it controls the nation's purse move to combat unemployment, will definance such improvement by c!larging
higher prices. for aU cars, not just the stririgs, Congress has long been out- . cide whether to spend more on public
thirsty behemoths. In addition, the matched by the Executive Branch in works or simply send more revenue·
House voted a quota on oil imports that brainpower for evaluating federal sharing funds to state and local governwill not reduce imports, but will slow . spending proposals. Only a few Sena- ments, or combinations of both. Rivlin's
tors and Representatives have acquired staff v:ill. analyze the costs of both protheir rise.
Congress's failure to legislate any much proficiency in economics, and the grams in order to provide Congress with
tough energy program puts the burden Administration can overwhelm them · objective standards for a choice.
By the end of this month, the CBO
on the Ford Administration, which has with spending and revenue estimates
already doubled its tariff on imported prepared by the Office of Management . staff will produce budget estimates and
oil, to $2 per bbl. But an argument broke and Budget and the Council of Econom- an economic forecast for 1976. In the
out within the Administration over that icAdvisers-inall,anapparatusofsome fall, using taJlies and economic models
scheme. Commerce Secretary Rogers 700 people. This year the imbalance has prepared at Rivlin's behest by Chase
C.B. Morton, who has a habit of drop- been lessened by the new Congressional Econometrics, Data Resources Inc. and
ping bombshells at breakfasts with re- Budget Office and its articulate, polit- the Wharton School, Congress will add
up what it has actually apporters, let go another last week. Shortly after the orange juice, he confided that ·
propriated in voting on separate bills and act to bring
he might recommend scaling down or
the total under the agreedscrapping the tariff boost if OPEC does .
in fact raise prices. Morton's comment ·
upon deficit ceiling. .. .
. Rivlin already has
, \'Yl\S repudiated immediately by Federal
Energy Administrator Frank Zarb and
much experience in analyzing budgets;. as a senior felthen by President Ford. Nonetheless,
Morton has a serious point: .the tariff
low at the Brookings lnsti·
boost may not be the best way. to re. tution, she co-authored
duce imports, it acts as a drag on esstudies of the 1972, 1973.
sential as well as nonessential sectors of
and 1974 budgets under the
the economy.
. .·.
.
title Setting National PriorGas Changes. Ford has another.
ities. She has spent 18 years
strategy: to decontrol gradually the price
as a professional budget
ilf'U.S.-produced oil and. gas, letting
watcher, part of it as an Asthem rise as a means of forcing consistant Secretary of Health,
servation and encouraging new develEducation ·and Welfare,
helping to plan Lyndon
opment But even that came a cropper
last week. A House Commerce subcom-.
Johnson's Great Society· ·
programs.
.
·
mittee heard staff members of the Fed" ~rn.l Tt4lde Co~'n.iss!o!l charge that the
. The daughter of a phys-.
icist, a Bryn Mawr alumna ·
gas industry rleliberately uaderstated reserves in order to win high prices. For
and a Radcliffe Ph.D. m
example, the FI'C officials contended, in.
economics, Rivlin, 44, is the
· ·wife· of a Washington law1971 and 1972 Union Oil for internal
purposes as..--essed gas reserves in an area
yer and the mother of three
ofithe Louisiana shore at 7.2 trillion cu.
children-whose tasks have
ft.; at the same time, th~ American Gas
been lightened by. house·
Association was officially estimating re- CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ECONOMIST ALICE M. RIVUN
keepers throughout her caserves in the same region at exactly half Less fuzzy than history or politicof science•.
'reer. She became interested
-3.6 trillion cu. ft. Justified or not, the
in economics during a swnaccusations can hardly fire congressio- ically liberal director, Economist Alice mer course at Indiana University. Says
nal enthusiasm for decontrol of oil and Mitchell Rivlin.
she: "It seemed less fuzzy than history
The CBO was set up as part of the or political science." Short {5 ft. 2 in.)
gas prices.
As a kind of grace note to this cha- new budgetary process under which and an impeccable dresser, Rivlin is reotic symphony, the House last week Congress votes spending and deficit ceil- ·· garded by colleagues as even-tempered
failed, by three votes, to override a pres- · ings rather than passing appropriations and firm but not stubborn.
idential veto of a bill to regulate more bills in disorderly bits and pieces. RivNegative Tax. Before taking over
strictly the strip mining of coal. As are· lin's job is to systematically analyze the at CBO in February, Rivlin had chamsult, somewhat more critically needed probable effects of various choices on pioned tax reforms intended to rediscoal will be produced, but at the expense the economy. As she puts it, "Congress tribute income from the rich to the poor.
of the environment. The bill's environ- has always had a lot of power over the including a negative income tax. Her
mental &"lfeguards would not have com-· budget, but it was not organized to think liberal record aroused some opposition
pounded the energy problem if the na- 'Is that really what we want to do'!' "
among congressional conservatives to
tion had a coordinated energy policy.
Rivlin operates out ofcramped quar- her confirmation in the $40,000-a·year
As it was, however, the vote merely ters on the ground floor of the former job. But Rivlin insists that her advocahighlighted the inability of the White Carroll Arms Hotel; her desk occupies cy will stop during her four·year term.
Hou.<;e and Capitol Hill to come up with the spot where a bar once catered to "This will be a strictly nonpartisan, prosuch a policy, or of the Democratic·con- thirsty Senators. She has spent most of fessional operation," she vows. Liberals
trolled Congr~ss to draft any sustainable her three months on the job assembling can expect no automatic sympathy from
energy program of its own. So long as a staff of 200, including some top econ- Rivlin. Says she: ..What worked in the
that deadlock continues, the U.S. will omists. They will be kept busy in the 1960s isn't working any more. Liberals
apparently be left to OPEC's none-too· next few months. A typical task will are going to have to state the costs and
come this summer, when Congress, in a face the music."
tender mercies.
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Congress Report/Budget panels .t9. propose

econom i<;= goals for fiscal 1976 {..·by J~~l'i1avemann
again~t the odds, th~ new
congressional Budget Committees are
getting ready to force Congress to set
broad economic goals for fiscal 1976.
Th;;: committ~es have dt:cided to
seek congressional agreement by May
15 on a resolution spelling out targets
for total spending. revenue am! deficit
in t!n: coming fiscal year. The committees have decided to wait until next
year to carry out the other big part of
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- HOUSE

lntelllgence service in the world, but also
the most unique-one which operates in
a manner fully con:>istent with the Constitutional rights of our citizens.
GERALD R. FORD.
THE WHITE HoUSE, February 18, 1976.
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIONAL
VOLUNTARY SERVICE ADVISORY
COUNCIL-MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES
The SPEAKER pro tempore laid before the House the following message
from the President of the United States;
which was read, and, together with the
accompanying papers. without objection,
refened to the Committees on Education
and Labor and International Relations:

duced a sense of the Congress resolution,
asking former Presldt>nt Nixon to forego his
announced trip to Peking. I fee land I believe
and an enormous number of people both
Democratic and Republican that President
Nixon's trip 111 dangerous and hostile to the
best Interest of America.
It Is Unposslble for former President of the
Unlled States to travel In a foreign country
on a private citizen basis. We must provide
Secret SerYice protection and every safeguard
to see that nothing happens to a man who
possesses the most guarded secrets of our
Nation. This proposed trip would be expensive
to the U.S. tax payers and could give the
Impression to people In communist countries
that Rich:nd Nixon still speaks for America.
For the aforesaid reasons and many others,
I urge you to consider the above outlined
course of action.
Sincerely,
JOHN JAY HOOKER.

To the Congress of the United States:

I am transmitting herewith the annual report of the National Voluntary
Ser\·ice Advisory Council as required by
Section 405(c), of the Domestic Volunteer Service Act of 1973. The Council
advises the Director of ACTION with
respect to matters arising out of this Act
and the Peace Corps Act.
.
GERALD R . FORD.
TnE WHITE HousE, February 18, 1976.
NIXON VISIT TO CHINA
<Mr. ALLEN asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute, to revise and extend his remarks and
indude extraneous matter.)
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. ·Speaker, I am in receipt of a telegram from the Governor
of our State of Te11nessee which reads
as !'olloY:s:
STATE CAPITOL,

Nashville, Tenn.
Repre~entat!Ye

CI.IFFOnn ALLEN,

HQ11Se of Representati-ves,
Washington, D .C .

I urge you to join me In bi-partisan opposition to the planned visit by former President Nixon to China .
I seriously question tha t a former President of the United States can ever again
act as a private citizen. Mr. Nixon !s intimately familiar with the detalls of our national security. Almost certainly, whatever
be says will be taken as "official" policy. The
very !act that he Is going will likely be Interpreted as a U.S. foreign policy decision.
This visit comes in the midst of an Internal strug~le in China. Mr. Nixon runs the
risk of getting caught In that controversy.
It is impe1·ative that America speaks with
one tongue in sensitive matters of foreign
policy.
·
There is also the question of the personal
safety of the form~r President.
'l'he~e questions must be raised In concern
Cor the na tiona! Interest, and I ask you to
Join me in opposing this visit.
Gov. RAY BLANTON.
Mr. Speaker, I also wish to insert into

the REcORD at this point a telegram I
have received from Mr. John Jay Hooker,
.one of the prominent citizens of the State
of Tennessee, which reads as follows:
NASHVILLE, TENN.,
February 8, 1976.

Representative CLIFFORD ALLEN,
Wasl•ington,'D.C.
~IY DEAR CONCRES'>MAN: YOU have always
spoken out on behalf of the people concern·
ing matters that affect the be~t Interest of
c.ur country, I 'm sending you this telegram
for the purpose of suggesting that you lntro-

I \.

~x EAR

APPRO.I\CH·

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
BaNKER!. Under a previous order of the
House, the gentleman !rom Washington
<Mr. ADAMS) is recognized for 60 min·
utes.
Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Speaker, in July of
1974 the Congress embarked upon a new
approach to responsibility in the budget
process. This new approach, outlined in
the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, was designed
to end years of frustration in the Congress and in the Nation with our budget
procedures. That frustration grew out of
the inability of Congress to consider the
budget as a whole, to consider each expenditure decision as it affected other
C.cck;!olk and ovc.rall bu.:lgct totals. and
to relate spending decisions to the overall management of the economy.
Although we arc still in the process
of implementing this important leglsla·
tion, I think it fair to say that there has
been improvement. We now have the
capability to behave in a fiscally responsible fashion and to make individual
program decisions with a better knowledge of the impact of those decisions on
the budget and on the economy. In my
capacity as chairman of the House
Budget Committee, I have had the opportunity to be a part of these developments. We can take pride in our achieve·
ments, but we should recognize that this
year will be the time of testing for the
cnt.i.re congressional budget process.
We should also recognize that the
American people are aware of the need
for fiscal control; and that they are
aware we now have the tools to exercise
that control. Thus we must use them
responsibly if we are to remove the public dissatisfaction with the results of our
existing decisiorunaking processes.
There are many sources of dissatisfaction. all readily understandable. Our
national economic management leaves
much to be desh·ed. We continue to experience both high inflation and high unemployment, and virtually all forecasts,
public and private, predict an unduly
slow impro\·ement on both these economic fronts. We lack a consistent approach to our problems of natural resources and the environment. In energy,
for example, our expres.sed concern for
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energy independence is contradicted by ~
years of increasing reliance on foreign
oil. We have spent and are spending substantial sums to combat c1·ime and
poverty, to improve housing, and to save
our central cities. Still, our sacccsses are
often overshadowed by dramatic failures.
FinallY, there is a growing national con·
cern that government may have grown
too large and complex, although there is
clearly no agreement on precisely what
to do about it.
These problems would be more bearable if we had the :::ense. that they were
being corrected over time and that things
will be better next year and the year after
that. Public opinion measures suggest
that Americans do not have such opti·
mism, either 2.bout these problems or
about the ability of our institutions to
cope with them. Nor do I find widespread
ptimism within the Congress. The peo; e could take heart if the President were
arting a course for our Nation that
commands the support of a majority.
Yet it is clear the President has not obtained t11at majority among the people
for the budget and economic program
presented to us last month.
Some suggest that our problems might
better be addressed by a na tiona! economic planning body. However, such a
group cannot substitute for leadership
on the part of cur national elected officials.
Our people also look to their leaders
in Congress, particularly the majority
party, for some sense of direction for
the Nation. While Congress, as a representative body, must reftect the same
diversity as the Nation, this diversity
c::;,nn-.Jt bccc:nc ::;,n cxcu<.e for failing to
think ahead about our national problems and their solutions. As Members of
Congress we should be thinking and
planning in broader terms to improve
t11e decisions we make today and to lay
the groundwork for a more responsive
and effective government. Only with
such an approach can the Congress provide the programmatic leadership the
Nation needs.
As we face decisions on the budget
for fiscal year 1977, it is clear that we
can easily make those decisions without
thinking ahead. We can continue to en·
act programs v.ithout knowing how to
assess their performance, or how to ev!l.luate the need for their continuation. We
can continue to make commitments to
automatic cost escalations in future year
without knowing whether and how these
commitments can be fulfilled. We can
continue to initiate development and procurement of weapons systems without
facing up to the consequences and costs
of full production. In short, we can easily
make many poor decisions.
I v:ant us to avoid such a piecemeal
decisionmaking process. Our new budget
procedures are significant because they
force the Congress to consider together
all revenue and expenditure decisions not
only each year, but for several years at
a time. Businessmen have long recognized the need for planning over .several
years. It is time that the Congress rec·
ognized that planning can, and usually
docs, result in better decisions. Just as
we can no longel· separate decil>ions on
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one function from those on another, we
cannot separate deci<>ions on this year's
bpending from next year's. To avoid this
artificial separation, I am taking this
occasiOn to express my own views on
where the United States should be going
during the next 5 years in dealing with
the economy and the budget.
A multiyear approach to the Federal
budget is necessary as a practical matter. The built-in base of commitments
and programs already underway makes it
,·ery difficult to carry out significant
changes in any 1 year's budget. More
lead time is required for major changes
to take effect. In addition, a multiyear
perspective will improve the quality of
decisions within Federal agencies where,
for example, procurement and construction programs can be better managed
v.·hen approximate levels of available resources are known in advance. The same
is true for State and local governments
assisted by Federal funds.
A multiyear approacll also provides our
only real opportwlity for dealing with
those programs generally referred to as
.. uncontrollables." Increasingly, we recognize that decisions with relatively minor financial impact in this year's
budget have major consequences in later
years. For example, our retirement sys. terns are funded on _a current basis.
Thus, decisions made now on benefit
le\·els, retirement age, and related. factors have little impact on the current
budget, but massive and cumulative impacts on our future budget choices. The'
current military and civilian pay and retirement systems are creating liabilities
· for decades to come. We should face the
full extent of prospective liabilities now,
when we can do something about them,
rather than later, when we can do nothing but honor our commitments or arbitrarlly cut back on them.
As I present. my 5-year approach to the
budget and the economy, it should be
clear that I st:.znk only for myself, and
not for any other members of the Budget
Committee. I do so with the hope that
my general approach to these matters
\\ill become a matter of full discussion
this year, not only in the Budget Committee but throughout the Congress and
the public as well.
Full discussion of the budget throughout the Congress is most important, because it is the Congress which must make
these decisions. The resolutions which
the Budget Committees produce are a
critical step in a deailed process. Every
committee of the Congress is participating in developing recommendations for
inclusion In the first budget resolution,
and each House of Congress must debate
and adopt that resolution.
The content of the second budget resolution, to be adopted by both Houses in
September, will be influenced by all of the
spending and.revenue actions the Congress takes during the summer months,
and \\ill afford an opportunity to put
those decisions in context. In short, the
congressional budget process should be
viewed as an effort of the entire Congress,
not just the Budget Committee.
Now, it 1s time that the process of
making choices begins again. Just as
many people are not pleased with the

President's recommendations, many will
not be happy with mine or with those the
Budget Committee will be developing
over the next several weeks. Yet we know
enough about likely economic developments and governmental programs to
know that we cannot have everything.
We can buy the elimination of poverty
as it is now defined. \Ve can buy more
divisions, more aircraft carriers, . and
more missiles. We can buy a substantial
upgrading of the Nation's housing stock
or of its transportation systems. \Ve can
invest our resources in a massive upgrading of private investment in business
plant and equipment and thus in our national productivity. What we cannot do,
at least not in the next 3 to 5 years, is
to do all of these things at once. When
Government resources are scarce, and
they are, achievements in one field come
only at the expense of achievements the
resources could buy in some other field.
We have no choice but to make
choices. We also have the choice of detennining that our choices will be as rational as we can make them. I offer the
following approach in that spirit.

A comprehensive federalized welfare
reform program phased m during
4-year period beginning m fiscal yea
1978.. This refonn, widely recogniZed to
be long overdue. will rcsuiL m substantial
overall savings to hard-pressed State and
local goven1ments while. at the same
time, putting an end to the irrational
set of duplicative and often ineqt:itable
programs that have done so much to
reduce confidence in government al e.ll
leYels.
Higher spending than proposed by ti
President for jncome security, h~1 lth
education, veterans, and energy programs; and
A reasonable, but restrained, budget
for defense and international affairs. If
we move now on some of the fastest :-ising
components of defense costs and reorient
priorities within the Defense Establishment, we \Viii remain the world's strongest military power without increasin;s the
defense budget in real terms.
If this overall approach is carried cut.
it would produce the following projected
revenue, outlay, and deficit/surplus !e,·el;
for the fiscal year 1977-81 period:

MAJOR ELEMENTS OF THE Fl\'E•YEAR APPROACH

5- YEAR BUDGET TOTALS- FISCAL YEAR 19i7-81

My 5-year approach seeks a strong
economy and a sound budget. Neither is
attainable without the other. The congressional budget process gives us the
tools by which these complementary objectives can be attained.
My recommendation for the economy
is easily stated: We must move steadily
toward full employment and reasonable
price stability, as soon as practicable. We
can achieve that goal through a combination of existing job-creating programs,
tax policies, a new program of employment in both the prlvale ami public sectors, and a series of structural reforms
to reduce unemployment. iniprove productivity, and promote price stability.
My recommendation for the budget is
as follows: Overall spending for existing
programs should be held below the
amounts needed to carry out current
levels of governmental activities and
services.
If these recommendations arc followed,
there will be an additional budget potential during 'the 5-year pe1·iod, significantly beyond the current services spending level, that can and should be used for
additional tax reductions, expansions of
worthwhile existing programs, and new
program initiatives. However, achieving
this additional budget potential will require more· than a commitment to hold
spending to reasonable levels. At the
same time, we must work hard to effect
program and ma.n agement reforms that
will enable us to provide more and better
services in some areas, and the &arne
services at lower cost in others. This
means increased emphasis on program
simplification and reduced paperwo1·k, as
well as on 1·edu.ciug and eliminating
lower-priority programs and activities, to
make room within the current services
level for needed expansions of services.
Finally, \Vhile holding spending below
cunent services levels, I recommend a
major reorientation of priorities that
better reflect.<> the Nation's needs. This
reonentation would have the following
major features:

lin billions of dollars; fiscal years!
1977
Outlays~ ....... ,.

1978

410.3 441.6
Revenues ... :.... 360.7 420.2
Deficit;surplus.. •• -49.6 -21.4

1979

1sao

19el

468.0 497.0
464.0 523.2
-4.0 +26. 2

529.5
588.1
+59. 2

These projections illustrate potential
ranges of spending and receipts, and
resulting deficits and surpluses. Emergencies such as another energy c1isis.
good news such as higher-than-expected
revenues, or mandated spending for particular activities would, of course, change
actual spending, revenues, and the deficit or surplus In any particular year.
It should be emphasized that the surpluses projected, particularly for fiscal
years 1980 and 1981, should not be regarded as projected "actual" surpluses.
The economy could not stand the massive ·withdrawal of purchasing power
that surpluses of this magnitude would
imply, and, in any event, these resources
should be used to meet the needs of our
people. These funds are the additional
budget potential I referred to earlier.
They should be used for such major
purposes asFirst, to provide stimulus to the economy, as may be needed in any particular
year. During the next several years it
may become necessary to reduce taxes
or increase outlays in order to maintain
the annual rate of real growth needed
to move toward full employment.
Second; to provide permanent tax reduction. primarily for lower- and middle-income individuals and families. As
average incomes and, therefore, average
tax rates incrEase with inflation, fairness
requires that we adjust fo1· past intl.ation
by offsetting these automatic tax in~
creases-at least partially-through further permanent tax reductions, a necessary step to maintain a progressive income tax system.
And third, to expand \'orthwhile existing programs and to fund new pro-
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>tram initiatives. Although welfare re*
form can be accommodated within the
aggregate spending required to maintain
cun-ent services, the need to expand
many important existing programs and
to embark upon new programs \\ill in*
evitably arise. For example, it is widely
anticipated that during the next 5
years the President and the Congress
will agree on a basic national health insurance program. Although such a program may require only $100 to $300 million to initiate, when fully implemented
it will cost many billions of dollars. Such
a major national effort must be expected
and accommodated by our budget
policies.
THE ECONOMY-TOWARD FULL EMPLOYME:ST
Al'"D PRICE STABILITY

During the 5-year period, I believe that
p1·oviding economic opportunity for our
people will remain the Nation's No. 1
priority. We are recovering from recession: yet we must move more vigorously
to reduce our unacceptably high unemployment rate.
The President's budget and economic
message make clear that the administration is willing to tolerate a high rate of
unemployment for years to come. The
President's budget contemplates an unemployment rate of 7.7 percent for 19i6
and 6.9 percent for 1977. Not until 1981
do the President's projections fall below ·
5 percent. Beyond the unemployed themselves, a high unemployment rate indicates that millions of people are not actively seeking work-and thus not counted as unemployed in our statistics-because they are convinced that no jobs are
available fm· them. These people, too.
must be brought back into productiYe
employment.
I find the President's projections unacceptable in terms of underutilization
oi our human resources: in terms of idle
productive capacity: in terms of a responsible national economic policy; and,
above all, in terms of the needs of millions of individuals and families who
suffer from unemployment. our second
budget resolution for fiscal year 1976 is
designed to achieve a goal of 7 percent
unemployment by the end of calendar
year 1976. We should further commit
ourselves to reducing unemployment below 6 percent by the end of 1977, 5 per.,
cent by the end of 1978, and to substantially full employment in 1979 and 1980.
Our reservoir of unused productive capacity should permit us to achieve these
goals while continuing to moderate inflation, with the Consumer Price Index
averaging a 5.4 percent rate of growth
over the 5-year period, and below 5 percent1n 1980 and 1981.
To achieve these goals, we must act
more vigorously thls year. ':Dhe President's budget simply does not do enough
to stimulate the recovery '\'.'e need. In fact
many economists feel that it will an-est
the recovery now underway.
My projections of receipts and outlays
are based on the economic assmnptions
contained in appendix A. I believe we
will be able to reach these goals through
the prompt implementation of existing
employment-generating programs, such
as the Public Works Employment Act of
1975, the reordering of out· spending prl-
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oritles, and the following tax policies, economy in fiscal year 1977 should be
employment program, and structural provided through a continuation of the
1975 tax cut, substantially higher though
reforms.
Tax policy: The $18 billion in tax re- still restrained spending than proposed
ductions enacted in December 1975 must by the President, and prompt action by
be made permanent. The reductions and the Congress and the President on such
rebates of early 1975 demonstrated once targeted unemployment-fighting proagain that tax policy can be a swift and grams as the accelerated public works/
effective stimulus for a lagging economy. countercyclical assistance program and
The resulting increase in demand helped the public service jobs program. Toto promote new jobs in the private sector gether with an accommodating monewhich will remain the principal source tary policy, these steps will enable the
of employment for our citizens. Further- recovery to continue and gather momore, it is likely that additional tax re- mentum during the latter part of the
ductions will be needed during tile next year and into 1977.
5 years.
The tax policy discussed above should
As stated earlier, these additional tax •be accompanied by a comprehensive proreductions should focus primarily on gram to achie\'e meaningful tax reform,
lower- and middle-income individuals one of the most challenging and difficult
and families. The combination of pro- tasks facing the Congress in recent
gressively higher social security taxes years.
and iniiated incomes pushing these indiThe need for reform is widely recogviduals and families into higher tax nized. The public is understandably frusbrackets has placed an inordinately high trated by our present tax system, which
burden on the average working person. has grown helter-skelter in response to
Additional tax reduction is absolutely the cries for tax relief from one or anessential, both as matter of equity and other influential group with a real or
as a tool to generate demand and pri- perceived "special" problem: which
vate sector employment to avoid future treats a dollar earned by one's ov.n larecessions. Such tax reductions must be bors as inherently more taxable than a
coordinated with our move to welfare dollar earned by investment; and which,
reform and overall tax reform.
despite our lip service to tax equity, reIt is impractical to specify at this point lies increasingly on higher payroll taxes
precisely when further reductions should for lower- and middle-income wage
be adopted by the Congress. Clearly, earners while providing special treatmuch depends on the course of the re- ment for upper-income individuals. The
covel~' this year and in 1977. It should portion of overall taxes borne by indibe noted that many economists, includ- viduals continues to climb, while corpoing the President's Council of Economic rate taXDaYers pay increasingly less.
Advisers. predict a lower rate of growth
The Budget Act requires the President
in 1977. If such forecasts prove correct, to give close scrutiny to existing tax
additional tax reduction may well be preferences, called ' tax expenditures."
needed in late 1977 or early 1978. My In fiscal year 1976, tax expenditures
projections call for an additional tax cut totaled approximately $92 billion and are
of approximately $10 billion ef!ec tive expected to reach nearly $135 billion by
July 1, 1978.
fiscal yea.r 1981. In addition, new tax exWhile I believe the Congress should penditures proposed by the President and
extend the $18 billion tax cut of 1975 others are now under consideration.
permanently, we should reject the addiA meaningful program of tax reform
tional $10 billion in tax reductions pro- must carefully consider our entire tax
posed by the President, as well as his system and both existing and new tax
proposed increases in social security expenditures to achieve the objectives of
taxes. The President's tax policy-be- tax fairness, tax simplification, and a
yond the reductions in existing law- significant revenue gain. The House
fails on several counts.
made modest progress toward achieving
Nearly two-thirds-approximately $6.2 this latter objective when it passed H.R.
billion-of tllis additional tax reduction 10612, the Tax Reform Act of 1975, now
is intended to stimulate business spend- awaiting Senate action. This bill is exing, despite the increasing evidence that pected to raise $1.5 billion in fiscal year
tax stimuli during economic recoveries 1977, and up to $2.4 billion in fiscal year
sen•e merely to reward activities that 1981. However, current estimates indiare already taking place. Furthermore, cate that by fiscal year 1981 the tax
since the additional $10 billion in tax re- expenditure budget is likely to rise by
ductions appear to be contingent on con- almost 38 percent, unless further steps
gressional action to reduce spending by to restore the tax base are taken.
Congress should recognize that tax
an equal amount, any economic stimulus
hoped for by the President would be expenditures represent one of the most
completely offset. In fact, the combina- "uncontrollable" areas of Government
tion of such spending reductions and the spending. Except in very unusual cirPresident's proposed social security tax cumstances, we should not enact any
increase. if adopted, would result in a additional permanent tax expenditures.
sharp reduction from the stimulative ec- Rather, we should limit their availability
onomic policy being pursued this year. to fixed time periods, which would perFinally, the overall tax package should mit a more rational assessment of their
be rejected simply as a matter of equity. results and continued need.
The $10 billion reduction would benefit
The prime responsibility for initiating
primarily corporations and higher-in- such a program of tax reform must
come indi\·iduals, while offsetting payroll necessartly rest with the Ways and
tax increases would be levied on lower- . Means and Finance Committees: These
and nliddle-income wage earners.
committees must recognize that tax reThe economic stimulus needed by the form is a key ingredient in any 5-year
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projection o! national needs and overall
fiscal policy. They should consider very
seriously U1e proposition tilut ena{!tment
of auy ·new tax expenditures should be
accompanied by o rsetting reductions in
existing ta.x expenditures.
Every functional category of the
budget includes certain tax expenditures
wb.lch .maY be appropriate candidates for
elimination or modification. In the national defense function, for example, our
move to a volunteer army and pay comparability v:ith the private sector has
brought into serious question the continuing need for the $650 million annual
tax expenditure for exclusion of benefits and allowances to Armed Forces
personnel. In the international affairs
function, the $1.5 billion subsidy in fiscal year 1977 for defelTal of income for
foreign controlled corporations, DISC,
modified in tile House-passed tax reform
bill, should be examined to determine if
it simply re\vards activities that would
take place in any event.
In the natural resources function, a
proper target for reform is the deduction for interest on State- and local government-backed pollution control bonds.
This highly questionable tax expenditure
cost $110 million in fiscal year 1975, and
is expected to cost $490 million by fiscal
year 1981. It may well be that pollution
control expenses should be regarded as a
cost of doing business and not entitled
to governmental assistance, or there may
be a more emcient and less expensive
means of bearing these costs, without
creating additional competition for
States and localities that are already
having tmuble marketing obligations for
their own programs.
A concerted effort to eliminate or
modify these numerous and often costly
tax expenditures can produce significant
revenue gains during the 5-year period.
These gains should be used primarHy for
additional tax reductions for lower- and
middle-income individuals and families.
A new employment program: In addition to the tax policy outlined above, the
severity of the current recession makes
it clear that traditional economic stimulus measure:; will not return us to full
employment. Additional efforts will be
necessary to put people back to work,
rather than merely providing income
support.
During the past year, a number of bills
have been intl·oduced to stimulate employment in the private sector, primarily
through tax credits. These bills recognize the reality that the private sector
is our largest employer and that it is
there we must look for major increases
in employment. At the same time, many
important sources of employment, such
as nonprofit organizations and government enterPrises, would not benefit from
these tax-credit approaches. In addition,
the tax credit approach would further
complicate our tax system by enacting
yet another tax expenditure, rather than
·a program which could be scrutinized annually through the traditional appropriations process.
-To encourage employers of all types
to hire additional workers, I propose that
appropriate House committees consider
a program to subsidize the hourly wage
of newly employed workers for a 3-year

period. A subsidy of 60 cents an hour
the tux-credit approach would further
during the first year of employment$1,200 a year per employee-should be
sufficient to induce employer participation. The subs1dy would decline in the
second and third years of tile program.
The continuing, but declining subsidy reflects the fact that as the employee gains
experience, his value to the employer is
increased and the need for subsidy is
decreased.
The program should focus on individuals with tile greatest hardsbip.-heads
of householc:h, over 25 years of age and
persons under 25. In both cases the individuals v.·ould have to have been unemployed for at least 8 weeks. Thus, the
individuals being helped would be those
who have the most difficulty in finding
jobs and those \Vith families to support.
The program would not reach persons
changing jobs, but would be designed, instead, to create new jobs which provide
meaningful work.
The program would be a temporary
one, for use whenever employment needs
to be increased, and automatically phases
down as unemployment· drops. It could
be administered through existing State
employment omces.
Details of such a program should be
developed by the appropriate legislative
committees. These committees should be
particularly concerned to minimize the
potential substitution efiects of the program. The number of people to benefit
from the program, and thus its overall
eosL, would depend upon these details.
However, if the program reached only
15 percent of the approximately 7.3 million unemployed. over a million persons
would benefit and tile unemployment
rate would be reduced by more than 1
percent. At a 1 million job level, tile program would cost approximately $1.2 billion in the first year of operation and,
as the unemp}oyment rate dropped, its
'cost would decrease to zero in the fourtil
year after enactment.
I urge the Congress to consider the
adoption of such a program. If enacted
during t:t>Js session, and partially implemented In fiscal year 1977, it would provide an additional stimulus to the economy next year when, as stated earlier,
many economists forec.ast a reduced rate
of e.conomic recovery.
My projections provide for assistance
for 500,000 jobs in fiscal year 1977, for
1 million jobs in fiscal year 1978, and a
phasedown of the program during fiscal
year 1979 and fucal year 1980.
Structural reforms: In addition to the
tax policy and new employment program
outlined above, there remain a great
many .structural reforms in our ·economy
which should be addressed to assure a
st·(>ng economy during and beyond the
5-> ear peliod.
The most important, in my view, is to
achieve a more effective integration of
fiscal and monetary policies.
Under our new budget procedures,
Congress and the executive branch have
the tools to prepare a budget premised
on a fairly precise fiscal polic~·. expressed
in terms of Govemment outlays, revenues, and deficits or surpluses. Yet the
Congress and the .Executive must do so
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witilout knowing, witil sufficient certaillty, what monetary policy will be followed for the budget year. Although the
Federal Reserve Board,. through it
Challma.n, llO\v announces 1· monetary
targets for tile ye3.1', tilere remains great
reluctance by the Fed to commit itself to
a sustained course of action.
James 'J'.abin, f01mcr Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advi3ers, recently
suggested that oar budget resolutions include an explicit statement of the sen
of Congress as to the de~.. · • th of
economy dm·m~
• I ~ .., to u~
measured by the growth of G.!\'P, the rate
of inflation rmd unemployment, and
other appropriate macroeconomic indices. This sense-of-tile-Congress determination would be established with full
consideration of t!le administration's
proposals and the views of the Fed. Mr.
Tobin believes that such ~n explicit
statement of economic goals would help
induce the Fed to carry out its monetary
policies in a mmmer that more fully
supports Congress economic objectives.
I hope this suggestion will be widely
discussed in the Congress and in the executive branch. Although we cannot assure economic performance t.hrough the
adoption of budget resolutions, we can
set forth. more specific goals and policies
for all economic declsionmakers. If Mr.
Tobin's suggestion is adopted, it would
help to put an end to tile spectacle of
conflicting fiscal and monetary policies
which have produced so much economic
havoc in recent years.
Only slightly less import-ant is the need
for tile Congress to begin the arduous,
but essential task of eliminating institutional ba..'"l'iers to competit-ion. Many of
our J.<'ederal regulatory agencies-established to promote and maintain competition--lire no longer functioning effectively. They often serve to reduce productivity and increase prices. I believe their
operations and overall effectiveness
should be reviewed by the Congress, and
necessary ref01ms implemented.
Structural reforms can also help to
reduce unemployment. For example, tile
House has twice passed legislation to deal
witil the problem of illegal aliens holding jobs that would othem!se be available to American workers. This legislation, which provides for penalties for
employers hiring illegal aliens and for
more effective enforcement of existing
laws relating to illegal aliens, should be
enacted by the Congre~s. And, the n umerous work disincentives inherent in
many of our welfare programs shGttld be
eliminated through enactment of comprehensive welfare reform legi~lation
as proposed by tile Joint Economic Committee's Subconunit~ee on Fi5cal Affairs.
We should also 1·ecognil.e that our overall economic goals cannot be achieved
unless meanin· ful actions are taken to
combat in:fla.tion. Reform of our regulatory agencies and elimination of the legislative "sacred cows" referred to above
are important steps tov.ard this end. So
too is the Congress commitment to a
responsible fiscal policy, one that reduces
budget defiCits as the economy improves
and sets, and abides by, poli · of living within available re>e:::mes as full em~
ployment is reached.
In addition, regardless of the adminis•
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tration in power, the Congress should in-·
sist upon vigorous enforcement of the
(In billions of dollars)
antitrust laws, a national policy as often
ignored as it is universally acclaimed.
fiscal yearThe need to encourage price competition,
Percent
·Activity
1976
1977
change
as well as to enforce our antitrust laws
in Rreas where Government agencies oper-ate to discourage such competition, is Defense and jnt~rnational
aftairs..• .•..
98.5
108.2
9.8
more urgent than·ever.
.Interest on the •oiiii;<liii.i'
debt..
••
34.8
41.3
18.7
Finally, the Congress and the Presiseturity...-.;ci reiire:·
dent should initiate a comprehensive re- Social
ment commitments_ •.•••••
81.1
92.7
14.3
4.7
152.0
view of the Consumer Price Index, our Helping people at home ....... 159.5
principal measure of price inilation. As
an increasing number of Federal proThis table shows that while the Presigrams and wage and price decisions are dent generally accepts our commitments
indexed, it is essential that the CPI re- to retirees and interest costs, he is recomflect only true inflationary increases and mending that expenditures on other donot increases due to changes in quality. mestic activities be reduced in real-inThis review should also include the de- flation-adjusted-terms. At the same
velopment of special indices, appropriate time, expenditures to project U.S. power
to groups such as retired persons, which abroad are being increased in real ter~.
can more precisely measw·e the rate of
I do not believe that such a radical shift
inflation affecting their purchasing in priorities is desirable. States, local
power.
govermnents. taxpayers, and individuals
These many and varied actions catmot should not- bear the brunt of the Presibe undertaken this year or even next. dent's reductions. In fact, I do not conHowever, we should recognize that last- sider these priorities as representing a
ing economic prosperity cannot be as- reasonable or useful starting point for
sured solely through Federal budget pol- congressional deliberation on the budget.
icies. Action is needed in many areas, and As an alte1native. I have prepared a
it is the responsibility of Congress to deal series of projections of receipts and outwith the full range of economic concerns. lays reflecting what I believe congresFEDERAL SPENDING AND NATIONAL PRIORITIES
sional priorities should be.
The President's fiscal ~·ear 1977 budget
Obviously, such projections are hazproposes a sharp reduction from the l'ate ardous. New and tmforeseen events,
of growth in Federal expenditures ex- cyclical fluctuations in the economy, and
perienced over the past several years. changing congressional priorities will,
The extreme nature of this change is and should. be the basis for adjustments
clear from a comparison of the growth as we proceed through the next 5 years.
in outlays for the past several years with But, I feel that such projections can be
the growth rate proposed by the Presi · more useful as a beginning xor policy dedent for fiscal year 1977.
liberations than current service projecGrowth in total outlays
tions.
(In billions of dollars)
Using a 5-year projection, Congress
Percent can consider current problems in light of
Fiscal year:
Outlays change
likely future circumstances and see their
1971 ------------------ $211,425
7.5 long run implications. The fiscal year
1972 --- - -------------- 231,876
9.7 1977 portion of the projections represents
1973 ------------------ 246,526
6.3
1974 ------------------ 268. 392
8. 9 the starting point of the overall approach
1975 ------------------ 324,601
20.9 and should be viewed as such.
1976 (estimated)------- 373, 535
15. 1
Some indication of how this recom1977 ------------------ 394,200
5.5 mended program differs from the current
In considering this comparison. it service projections of CBO and the 5-year
should be noted that the fiscal year 1976- projections of the President's budget
77 growth should be expected to be some- policy can be seen from the table below:
what larger than normal because of-the
PROJECTED OUTLAYS
growth that occurs itl the intervening
(In billions of dollars; fiscal years)
transition quarter.
The President's recommendations for
1977 1978 1979 1980
1981
fiscal year 1977 are well below the costs
of continuing current services as esticurrent services ... 424.1 463.9 495. I 530. 5 564. 0
mated by both the Office of Management CBO
President's proeram ... 394. 2 429. 5 455. 7 482.5 509.9
and Budget and the Congressional Retommended policy.. . 410.3 4U. 6 468. 0 497.0 529. 5
Budget Office. Specifically, for fiscal year
-1977 the President's recommended outThe recommended policy contains sublays would be $20.3 billion less than the stantially higher outlays than the PresiOMB cun-ent services projection and dent's program, primarily for Federal
$30.7 billion below the projections of domestic programs. The President's
CEO.
5-year projections carry forward the
The President's recommendations, if shift in priorities begun in the 1977
accepted. would signal a significant budget. and are not acceptable for the
change in national priorities as shown in same reasons his 1977 recommendations
are not acceptable. The policy I am recthe following table:
·
CHAr4GE IN OUTLAYS BY MAJOR ACTIVITY
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ommending proposes spending below
current services projections. but its functional components vary substantially
from those projections.
·
Appendix B contains a comparison of
5-year projections of outlays, receipts,
and surplus/deficit for the three approaches, together with outlays by major
fw1ction.
While the recommended projection~
are well above those of the President.
they are clearly well below the sum of all
expenditures that Members of Congress
would like to be able to finance. Reaching
the projections of the recommended program, particularly in the early years, requires that we a\·oid adoption of major
new programs and significant expansions
of existing prog1-ams, except to the extent that such additional spending can
be financed out of reductions elsewhere.
Thus, difficult decisions and considerable
restraint will be needed.
But, if followed; this program will enable the Congress to achieve the options
of tax reduction, additional economic
stimulus, and new program initiatives
tnrough additional budget potential in
future years, while holding the deficit to
reasonable levels this coming year. These
decisions Congress faces are mild compared to some of the cutbacks being carried out this year by many States and
cities, and mild compared to some of the
decisions that individuals have been
making to cope with their declining real
incomes.
In the function-by-function discussion
which follows. only the highlights of a
potential congressional approach to the
budget arc presented. The functional
totals by year appended to this statement
reflect explicit program assumptions
spelled out in the discussion together
with an underlying concept that other
programs are assumed to rema.in at current service levels. However, in some cases
the underlying detail in functional projections may ref!ect differences in estimating techniques and presumed changes
in smaller programs. Considet-ation of
these smaller programs will obviously
take place in the context of tt.e cong~.·es
sional budget and appropriations process.
without impacting on overall priorities
and the broader aspects of the Federal
budget for the next 5 years.
FUNCTION 050 : NATIONAL DEFENSE

(Outlays in billi9ns of dollars; fiscal year!
1977

1978

1979

J98n

J9SJ

Current services (CBO,
path B)............. 103. 4 114. 5 118. a 121. 2
President's budgeL... 101.1 112.9 121.5 132.4
Recommended.. ..... _. 100. 0 107.0 113. 0 119. 0

ll6. 0

135. 6
1!2. 8

My projections of Defense budget
needs are based on assumptions of world
conditions substantially the same as
those used by the President in preparing his budget. Thus, these projections
assume that our system of alliances and
commitments will remain relatively sta-

I
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ble over the 5-year period: that no major new t.hreats tl) our national security
will develop; and that we will want to
continue an adequate level of !ot:ce modernization without increa1:ing our force
structure.
This year the Congress must make
major procurement decision::; with respect to the B-1 bomber, the Trident
missile, outfitting new Army divisions,
and equipping Air Force tactical :fighter
wings. If the Congress approves the
President's requests in these areas, it
will actd billionsof dollars to the defense
budget by fiscal year 1981. I do not believe we can begin all of these massive
new programs at the present time when
budget restraint is being required in all
other programs.
The outlay projections contained in
the President's budget for tlscal year
1977 1ndicate that the Defense function
will increase by an average of 10 percent
per year to a level of $143 billion in fiscal
year 1981. There is liitle evidence that
the Department of Defense is seriously
considering alternatives which would
moderate this dramatic increase.
The President's projections provi~e
for an average rate of infiation of 6 percent for purchases. "comparable'' pay
and retirement costs after fiscal year
1977, and a real growth in defense outlays of approximately 3 percent per year
to provide for increased technology and
force modernization.
My recommendation would provide an
annual average increase of 6 percent for
defense purchases to accommodate inflation and technological inlPrOVements.
It would require modernization of the
military compensation structure and revision of the civilian pay structure in
order to acheive comparability on a total
compensation basis by fiscal year 1981.
In the intervening period an increase of
5 percent per year would be allowed to
cover cost-of-living adjustments in the
pay are.a. On this basis. approximately
$126 billion will be required for the defense funct.ion by fiscal year 1981. Continued modernization would be accompllshed with savings maoe by the more
efficient use of manpower and by reducing the support an(! training establishment.
This strategy is based on the conviction that we can pro\'ide for all of our
defense needs without increasing the
defense share of the budget if we are
willing to tackle the difficult and sometimes emotional problems of manpower
costs and weapons systems and do not
adopt an expanded military posture in
the world.
In focusing on the problem of manpower costs, I do not mean to imply an
endorsement of the need for each of the
weapons systems proposed by the Department of Defense, nor acceptance of
the current level of weapons system acquisition funding. Rather, I believe that
tJ1e significant. defense budget increases
provided in recent years. and projected
for the futw·e, are not solely attributable
to the procurement accounts. Their Plime
cause ic; the soaring cost of manpower
and the inability of the defense sector
to shirink ·I~ support estaJ?lishment from

it..c; Vietnam peak to a level appropriate

to support the current forces.
I recognize the difficulty of makin~
significant changes in the number of personnel and personnel compensation. But
unle.ss we correct inequities and restore
balance to the ·defense budget we will
not provide for increased national security no matter how much of our resources
we devote to the dciense budget. Conversely, if V.'e can make progress on these
tough mnnpower problems, we can increase our national security with little
or no increase in defense spending.
The total cost of defense manpower
in fiscal year 1976 is estimated at 54 to
60 percent of the total DOD budget, dependin~ on varying definitions of what
should be included under the general
category of manpower costs. The costs
have risen dramatically since the enactment of the comparability pay system
in 1968 and the development of the allvolunteer force. Yet, there are no real
standards to determine the appropriate
leYels of compensation. Today's system of
compensation is more complicated than
comparable. It mixes fringe benefits provided when pay was abnormally low with
new benefi~ and pay increases added
separately and at different times. As a
result, there are now indications that
military and civil service compensationexcept at executive levels-have exceeded
what could r.easonably be construed as
true comparability.
The time has come for Congress to
face the problem of compensation
squarely and revic;e the law as necessary
to achieve comparability on a total compensation basis.
All military personnel receive a basic
pr.y i 11t.P.nrtl'd t-0 r~'mcmerat.e them for
senices rendered. This is the principal
element of military compensation. The
amount of basic pay is a function of a
member's rank and length of service In
the Armed Forces. Unlike civil service
employees, who normally receive a single
salar.,r, milltary personnel are also entitled to special pay, bonuses, and allowances depending on such factors as 1·ank,
length of service, marital status, number of dependents, type of assignment,
and location.
:Military personnel also receive allo\vances for certain needs that civilians
normally meet from their salaries. All
military personnel are entitled to subsistence and quarters or cash allowances if
these are not provided in kind. The specific amount depends on a member's rank
and number of dependents.
A tax advantage results because quarters and subsistence allowanceswhether furnished in· kind or in cashare no~; subject to Federal income tax.
As of October 1974, DOD estimated that
the annualized tax advantage to military personnel-that is, revenues foregone by the Treasury-amounted to over
51 billion. Military personnel are also
covered hy social security on a contributory basis. Thus, at the age of 62 a military retiree can receive two annuities
for the same period of service.
I suggest that the C011gre~s decide
upon a comprehensive definition of pay
and develop a system of total compensation. This would involve:
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One. translating all current f •
benefits Into real dollars and ~ub
one military compensation packa
the cwTent syst.em of base pay and f
benefits; this would provide a clear •
ture of the cost of military compet.
tion, which by itself would be a rna
step toward solving the manpowe1· c
problem;
Two, reforming the military re
ment system to a vested system on
contributory basi:::, and reviewing
policy of providing retirem nt incomt
individuals in their late thirties a"d
forties;
Three, correcting the ~ystem used
adjust the annuities of retired milit .
personnel by removing the so-called 1percent kicker, which has cost approximately $750 million in adjustments in excess of actual inftation: and
Four, moving toward a selective reenlistment program, including a reexamination of the· reenlistment bonus an
lump sum leave payment system.
I also recommend a close examination
of DOD's overall trair.ing costs. The establishment of a stable Volunteer Ann · .
should lead to reduced training costs. In
fiscal year 1976, the Department of Defense estimated that training costs. exclusive of unit training will be approximately $6.8_bill1on. At any given time,
1 out of 5 -military personnel 'Will be
involved in some aspect of tralnmg. other
than unit training. The student-teacher
ratio is approximately 1.6 to 1. I believe
that savings on the order of Sl billion
can be made over the next 5 years by a
concentrated review of •his area ith a
view toward consolidation of overall
training programs and elimina ion of
m«ny marginal program.;;.
Finally, the support establishment in
DOD has not decreased in proportion to
the reduction in forces since the height
of the Vietnam war. The difficult decisions on reducing the base structure by
consolidations and closings must be
made. DOD witnesses indicated to the
Budget Committee's Defense Task Force
that approximately $1 billion could be
saved annually by base realinemen Obviously, thls would result in job losses t<J
individuals. However, if the Con
\\'ere tQ insist on a policy of guarant ~•"
one job offer within Government at the
same grade to each person whose job u
affected the personal hardship would be
greatly minimized.
fUNCTION 150: INTERNATIO!lAL AfFAII!S

!Outlays in billi.ons of dollars)

Fiscal y~r
1977 1978 19i9 JSW

t:m

Current services (CBO, path

8)·---------·-··--------

6.8
President's badget__. ---··-- 6. 8
Recommended_·--·-···--·-- 6.3

7.8
7. 8
7.1

8.5
7. 8
6.9

9.3
8. 1
7.0

99
8
7.1

:My projections for the international
affairs function, which includes 1"
for foreign aid as well as the conciuc
of foreign affairs, takes into accowlt important recent changes In the "'';orld
political and economic situation.
Major oil dlscoveries in Indon<:>•'
Nigeria, and eLc;ewhere, together with i..'1·
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creases in the world price for raw malerials such as bauxite and phosphates,
have significantly altered the econoll)ics
of manv of the less developed countries.
As a result, many lo-n g-lime foreign aid
recipients should now be able to finance
development through sales of their resources to us. At the same time, the
dramatic increases in world petroleum
prices have resulted in serious setbacks
for. the economics of other oil-poor
LDC's. For these countries, continued
foreign aid promises little economic relief in the absence of special pricing or
other economic considerations from the
oil-producing nations. In addition, there
is continued debate, both within the administration and in Congress, about proViding !orei;5n aid to countries that consistently pursue foreign policies against
our interestS in the United Nations and
elsewhere.
Based on these considerations, and the
fact that foreign aid funding has not
historically been increased to offset all
of the cost of inflation, my projections
continue foreign economic and financial
assistance essentially at the level provided in the fiscal year 1976 budget resolution. For security supporting assistance, however, a gradual reduction from
the unusually high fiscal year 1976 levels
is projected. This assumes that progress
toward a peaceful solution to the Middle
East crisis is accompanied by a gradual
reduction in the requirements for military and economic aid. For the conduct
of foreign affairs and exchange activities,
the projections assume that the full cost
of inflation must be accommodated.
My projections for the Export-Import
Bank continue fiscal year 1976 levels
thro·ugh fiscal yt!ar 1981. Some restraint
in the expansion of this export promotion program appears likely in response
to GAO and congressional questioning of
its objectives and performance. The GAO
-has raised questions as to whether the
Bank is expanding its loan portfolio too
rapidly in comparison to its reserves and
as to its short-term borrowing to tum
over lower interest long-term loans.
In any event, continued expansion of
export promotion activities does not appear necessary in a period of floating exchange rates and large increases in nonBank financed exports. It should also be
noted that efforts are currently underway between our Government and other
countries to limit the amout of export
promotion activity each supports. If the
fiscal year 1976 activity levels were cont.lnued through the projection period,
spending leYels would decrease as loan
repayments increasingly oiTset new
program activities. · -

enres Included in this function should
Pt>rmit the continuation of program activities at current levels for the near
term. By the end of the decade, ag-~regate real program levels may be reduced
as hardware engineering and development requirements, primarily for the investment in the Space Shuttle, begin
to taper off. At that point, the Space
"Shuttle w!li be operational as a lower
cost transportation vehicle for scientific
research projects than was previously
available, and increased levels of research activity will be possible even at
lower aggregate· program levels for the
E:uth and its environment.
The projected outlay level for fiscal
year 1981 is below the current services
level projected by CBO, but is comparable to the President's projected level
after adjusting for inflation and for
certain technical changes in the President's fiscal year 1977 budget presentation. While no substantial new hardware development programs are anticipated, this outlay level should allow for
a balanced research eiTort aimed at the
solution of cun-ent and future problems
of resources, health, energy, and ecology, and permit a reasonable level of
basic research to increase our understanding of the Earth and its environment.

· conservation and production, creating
future options. HaVing the cap bilit• or
reduced energy dependence ca he more
important than actually redu~mg oil
imports.
The outlay differences between this
approach and the President's budget reftect a more realistic assessment of the
cost of implementing an effective energy
program. In addition, thi<> apprcach utiltzcs direct expenditures, rather than the
$100 billion guarantee program proposed
by the President.
In the pollution control and abatement
area, my projections provide for full utilization of current EPA con t111ction
grant authority by fiscal year 1978, followed by a program extension with comparable funding. This extension should
result in significant additional outlays
during the projection period. As it moves
forward, we should assure th:.>t our i.'lvestment is eEicient and effe tiYe and
that the level of benefits matches the
level of expenditures. EPA h{ s recently
begun to require cost/benefit analyses
and should encourage user-charge pro•
grams to assure more economic approaches to these projects.
Other programs in this function are
basically at a current sez:vices level.
fU:tCTI:N 350: A RICULTURE
!Outlays in

FUNCTION 300: NATURAL RESOURCES, EIWIRONMENT, AND
ENERGY

Current, services (CBO, Path
8)...................... 14.2 J5.8 15.9 15.2
President's budaet•••.•••.•• 13.8 14.4 15.1 14.9
Recommended•••••••••••••• 15.1 17.9 18.9 19.8

ol dollars; fiscal years)
1977 1978 1979 198J

!Outlays in bil:ions or ck>llars; fiscal years)
1977 1978 1979 1980

b~fions

1981

14.8
14.5
22.7

My projections in this area provide
additional funding to resolve our national energy dilemma; and to achieve
the national goals of cleal}. water, but
with revisions to reduce the high cost of
reaching those goals.
A successful energy program must include funding to prepare the Nation to
withstand any future fuel emergencies
while working to make the possibility of
any such emergencies less likely. We need
a civilian strategic oil reserve of some
600 million barrels, costing approximately $10 billion to build and stock over a
7-to-10-year period. This reserve, together with State plans to cope with
future fuel emergencies, will enable the
United States to avoid the kind of neediess economic disruption caused by the
1973 embargo.
Other steps to weaken OPEC control
of the international oil market will also
FUNCTIOtl 250: GENERAl SCIENCE, SPACE AND
forestall future emergencies. Most imTECHNOLOGY
portant is the need to develop a foreign
economic- policy which rationalizes the
(Outlays in billions or ck>llars)
interests of the Departments of State,
Defense, Treasury, and Commerc.e to
Fiscal yearassure that U.S. policies foster, rather
1977 197~ 1979 1960 1981
than hinder, the maximum development of oil supplies around the world.
Current services (CBO, palh
Creative purchasing-through the use of
8).......... ---------·-· 5. 0 5. 4 5. 8 6. 0
t
I
oil import certificates-to acquire the
President's budret...---··-- 4. 5 4. 6 4. 5 4. 4
Retommtnded___________ 5. 0 5. 5 5. 7 5. 7
5.4 Government's strategic oil reserves can
support our goals. The Federal GovetnOutlays for research in the biological, ment should demonstrate and help comphysical, environmental, and Earth sci- mercialize new technologies for energy

Cijrrt~~t

services (CBO, Path
8)...................... 2. 3
Presidents bud~t .......... I. 7
Recommended•••••••••••••• 2..0

2.5

2.6

2.2

2.6

2. 6
2.3

2. 7
2.8

2. 5

1981

2.8
2. 8

2.6

· 1\ry projections in this area provide for
a more effective agriculture prog1·am at
approximately cwTent service levels.
Agricultural policy is at a (·rossroad.
"The need for traditional commodity support programs has been reduced b:Y expanded world demand for U.S. food and
fiber and by weather-induced reductions
in supply. Farm prices have remained
above support le\·els and our vast Government grain stocks have been depleted.
While outlays in the agriculture function were more than S4 billion nnw Jly
from 1968 through 19'13, less than S3 billion has been spent each year smce 1914.
Ptice fluctuations in major aglicultur,!ll
commodities now ha\'e a larger influence
on our Federal budget by theh· leverage
on the Consumer .Price Index and their
impact on foreign aid programs than
through direct changes in funding for
the agricultural commOdity programs.
Our cWTent agricultural policy fails
to recognize the international scope of
markets, the complexities of unstable
food prices, or the need for a reasonable
share of Federal dollars to assure food·
production. Consumers are resisti11g
severe food price increases and fanners
·are unsure about planting when prices
may fall. Worldwide weather variations
necessarily impact on our domestic market prices.
Commodity programs sho~lld stabilize
markets against the short-term potential
problems of both surplus and shortage.
The policy should focus on domestically
important commodities while recognizing
the international dimensions ot the
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problem. Our goal should be efflcient food
p1:oduction stabilized for consumers and
producers with an equitable distribution·
of benefits to all participants. The program should emphasize price stability
\\ith reasonable bounds !or potential
budget e;..:posure.
Recent trends in agricultural research
have not kept pace with inflation. The
· number of research personnel in the
Agriculture Research Service of tlle Department of Agriculture has diminished
20 percent over the last decade. Although
research seldom has a short-term payoff,
we must invest adequately for our future
needs. Agricultural research deserves a
higher priority and should receive gradual real increases in funding over the
next 5 years. Through such research, the
United States can continue its long-held
leading role in world food production.
In fiscal year 1977, the President projects that specialized commodities such as
peanuts. tobacco, and bulk dairy products
will be responsible for nearly $600 million
in outlays. Because these are entitlement
programs; Congress has no control over
expenditures without changing the basic
legislation. Such changes to reduce these
outlays will allow the Congress' to rearrange priorities according to a broader
base of national·interests.
Disaster payments estimates for major
commodities in fiscal year 1977 are just
under $400 million. Farmers qualify for
payments if weather prevents planting or
reduces crop yields. A federally-sponsored
crop insurance program already exists at
marginal Government cost, and we
should encourage farmers to shift their
risks to that program.
Overall, I propose that we significantly
reduce spending for specialized commodities and farm disaster payments, with
the savings partially offset by implementing a limited price ·stabilization policy and gradually increasing agricultural
research.
FUNCTION 400: COMMERCE AND TRANSPORTATION

(OuUays in billions of dollars; fiscal years)
1977 1978 1979 1980
Curnmt services 1 (CBO, Path
8)...................... 18.4. 18.8 19.3 20.3
President's budget.••••••••• 16.5 19.4 19.1 18. 7
Recommended•••••••••••••• 18. z 18.6 19.0 19.4
1

1981

21.~

18.
19. 7

Includes CBO inflation adjustment for highways.

In the field of transportation and commerce, the Federal budget is particularly vulnerable to rising costs without a
commensurate increase in overall results. My projections for this function
emphasize an internal reordering of
priorities, a greater concern for measuring accomplishnient, and a shift toward
greater flexibility in assistance programs
so that regional, State, and local declsionmakers can make responsible allocations of funds to areas of great->..st need.
Such an approach implies acceptance
of a number of the transportation program proposals advanced in recent years
by various administrations. As the goal
of a completed Interstate Highway Sys"'tem comes closer into view, the era of
massive new highway construction is
probably at an end in many parts of the
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count.ry. As we design our transportation
In the mortgage credit and tluift 11.
programs for the post-Interstate era, in- surance area, outlays should appro: _
creasing t•ecognition should be given to mate the Congressional Budget om '
the diverse transportation problems of current services projections which c·
individual States and communities. In for a net balance of $-0.1 billion in ,
some areas, major investment in urban function by 1981. Under normal e:
mass transportation and int-ercity rail nomic circumstances, receipts from -.
freight systems will be appropriate, while various thrift insurance agencies shoul
less densely populated States will find exceed expenditures by a considera •
continued highway investment a better degree, and thus offset the net outlz •·
means of reaching their transportation under the housing programs. This
~md mobility goals.
be possible only within the context or
The newly passed railroad aid pro- sound economy, permtttlng a declme '
gram, as well as the ongoing highway the abnormally high rate of FHA manand transit programs, provide major re- gage foreclosures and a realistic program
sources for surface transportation im· for the disposition of acquired propertie3
provement. Each needs to be funded and mortgages.
adequately, but with a concern for avoiding overlaps and duplication of effort. FU:;CTION 450 : COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL OEVELOPI.![Jif
(Outlays in billions of dollars; fiscal years)
Current steps to assure cost-effective
major investments should be applied
1977 1978 1979 1980 1931
across-the-board to all transportation
programs. Ultimately, we may find that
a consolidated transportation fund is a Current services (CBO, Path
B).---------- ........... 7. 7 8.3 8.0 8.1
8.3
more sensible and efficient approach to President's
budget••••••••• _ 5. 5 6. 0 6.Z 6. 0
6.1
meeting needs.
Recommended•••••• ,.----__ 7.Z 8.0 1. 7 7. 6
7.$
Under my approach, surface trimsportation outlays would grow at a signifIn the 1974 Housing Act, the Congress
icantly higher rate than in the Presi- consolidatzd a series of similar categorident's projections, since the recom- cal grant-in-aid programs into a single.
mended program refiects both inflation fiexible community development blo ... k
and a broadening of the ftmction to pro- grant program. The new block grant provide for major new rail investments con- gram, now in its second year of funding
tained in recently passed legislation. In and a principal program of support to
total, however, the recommended pro- the Nation's local governments, shows
gram implies a rate of outlays somewhat signs of being a successful improvement
less than an iQfiated current services over pa.st categorical approaches. As
level, reflecting the impact of program such, this block grant experience may be
consolidation · and concern for balance useful as a guide for similar reforms in
between user tax receipts and program other sectors of the Federal budget. The
authorizations. In aggregate, surface projection calls for a continuation of the
transportation spending under the rec- community development block grant at
ommended program is projected to reach a level necessary to maintain the pur$12.6 billion in 1981, which is nearly $2 chasing power of the program, and at a
billion above the President's projections moderat~ly expanded level if, after the
but $0.5 billion. below inflated current third year of the program, its results
services.
justify that expansion.
It should be noted, however. that the
Other programs, both in transportation ·and in commerce, which provide bulk of the Federal programs that impact
subsidies to various sectors need careful upon th_e residents of our major urban
scrutiny in line with the general ap- areas will necessarily be in such activlties
proach to the budget and the economy. as elementary and secondary education.
Federal outlays in such areas as mari- health, and income maintenance, rat.'ler
time subsidies, airline subsidies and air- than in the form of direct assistance
port construction, postal subsidies, rail local governments. By providing for
passenger service, transit operating sub- moderate expansion in the funding ol
sidies. small business aid, research and the community development block grant
development, and other aids to business program, Congress can help retard furmust be examined closely. Rather than ther deterioration in the quality of life
allowing such programs to grow un- in our Nation's major urban areas. The
checked, we must be assured that they expansion in funding should be no more
are arhieving their intended purpose, in · than moderate, however. in order to :;pur
an e1Hc1ent fashion; that this purpose State governments into recognizing that
still rates high in our national priorities; the solutions to many problems in centhat direct aid is not being duplicated tral cities will have to be sought throu;;a
by tax expenditures; and that a reform · their ability to reach with prog1·am
of economic regulation could not achieve and taxation the suburban areas sursimilar goals. With these criteria in rounding those citl~s.
In area and regional development. ex
mind, it is possible to restrain the growth
in commerce and transportation outlays penditures to date on activities of th
to a rate below that forecast by a cur- Economic Development Administration
rent services approach. In aggregate, a Regional Action Planning Commission
projected rate of outlays based on these and Appalachian regional developn1er.
criteria would produce $7.2 billion in programs ha\·e not produced results t11n
1981 outlays for the commerce and trans- wouid justify expanded funding in th
portation functions, excluding surface future. These efforts-and. to a large ex
transportation and the mortgage credit tent, the related efforts of the F-arrne:
and thrift insurance subfunctions. This Home Administration-have prodUCis $1 billion less than the current services only marginally useful results, with fUll
ing spread thinly across wide areas of t
projectipn.
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country, generally outside of established
urban areas or potential growth centers.
There is a clear need to simplify and consolidate our many disparate and uncoordinated programs of economic and regional de\·elopment. If future expenditures cannot be focused more dramatically upon the strengthening of existing
urban communities or potentially viable
rural growth centers. gradual phasedown
of these programs should begin in fiscal
year 1977.
Funding for other programs in the
community and regional development
function are either held to current services levels or are reduced. A number of
these various activities appear to warrant serious evaluation and possible
phasing down or out where U1e end product of the programs has fallen far short
of the original goals set by Congress.
fUNCTION 500: EOUCATION, EMPLOYM[NT ANO TRAIHINC·
AiiO SOCIAL SERVICES
JOullays in billions of dollars; fiscal years)

1971 1978 1979 1980

1981

My projections h1 this Important area
provide -for real growth in high priority
education pr~ms, a reorientation of
certain manpower activities, and a
steady level of social services funding.
Education: The Federal GoYernment
has placed, and should continue to place.
the highest priority on aiding those who
are educationally disadvantaged, either
beeause of Insufficient Income or membership In a racial or ethnic minority. It
is the Sta tes• primary rE'sponsibllity to
provide education to their citizens. The
Federal Government has a legitimate responsibility to help redress inequities in
the provision of equal educational oppor• tunlty both within and between States
and to achieve at least a minimum level
of education.
Elementary and secondary education
programs, costing about $4.6 billion in
fiscal year 1976, should be funded at current services levels overall. Increases
above these levels should be considered
only when there Is additional evidence
that school districts are using assistance
to substantially increase educational
achievement, and that local taxpayers
are willing t~ support their schools
through local tax effm·ts. Presently, implementation of the title I program varies
markedly among school districts, making
generalizations about its effectiveness impossible. Regulations should be written
tor title I setting forth basic standards,
including funding restrictions to encourage a more unified Intensive appr.oach to
reducing reading and math deficiencies.
Approxlmat('ly half of the expenditures for the Impact Aid program should
be continued; the balance should be
phased out. Three categories of students
are counted In funding school districts
affected by the presence of F~deral activity. Category A, 42 percent, includes those
children whose parents both live nnd
work on Federal proPerty and therefore

do not pay property ta..xes. Category B,
48 percent, Includes those children whose
parents either live or work on Federal
property. Category C, 10 percent, is comprised of U10se students whose parents
either live or work in low-cost public
housing.
While funding of categories A and C
should continue, category B falls outside any legitimate aim of impact aid.
An estimated 99 percent of category B
children reside on private taxable land
giving a source of revenue for school
districts. In addition, the presence of the
Fede1·a1 Government, as an employer,
adds to the economic base of the community, I recommend that funding for
category B students be phased out by
fiscal year 1081.
Funding for emergency school aid
should alw be phased out by fiscal year
1981. Under the law, school districts
must continue to correct segregation;
but the original objective oi the program
was to meet a temporary condition,
rather than to build a permanent program. Where desegregation results in a
greater influx of poor children, the title
I program Is a more appropl'iate aid to
local districts.
Growth in higher education funding is
a major issue facing the Federal Government. Direct student aid and institutional subsidies have successfully encow·aged substantial increases in participation among the targeted low-income and ethnic groups. Projections
show that higher education enrollments
are rising and that minority students'
demand for increased education exceeds
that of the general eonege-age populutioil. Even though middle-h1come students attain higher education levels at
nearly three times the rate of very lowincome students, middle-income families
are finding it difficult to finance their
children's education. Hence, expansion
of student aid is recommended.
The basic education opportunity
grants-BEOGS--program is a major
source of financing higher education and
provides assistance to all students at
different rates depending mainly upon
family income, adjusted by value of assets and cost of institution, While
BEOGS has succeeded h1 accomplishing
one Federal goal; namely, access to higher education, it fails to accomplish the
other goal, choice. BEOGS fails to equal- ·
ize choice among all income levels of
applicants since no student can receive
more than half the cost of attending
scllool. Thus, lower income studentS receive lower awards than higher income
students because they attend low-cost
colleges. In order to encourage choice
for all students, it is recommended that
different grant criteria be considered,
based upon the income of the student
rather than the cost of the college. Such
an approach requires increased funding.
Adoption of these recommendations
would result in a projected outlay level
of approximately $12 billion for education programs in fiscal year 1981, approximately a current services level of
funding.
Employment and training programs:
I believe our overall approach to employment and training activities should con-
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centrale resources with the hlghest net
employment effect en those population
groups which stand to benefit most. We
must change existing programs so Uley
can better relate to U1e labor m11rket.
Although existing programs and activities now focus on the disad\·antaged
and unemployed, it would be more beneficial t~ all groups if a broader spectrum
of the labor force were served. Employers would be more int.crested in participating in a broader based program. 'lhe:r
have expressed concetn about the CUlTen•
ability oi" State employment services to
refer qualified workers. Broadenh1g tne
base of the program to include placement and upgrading activities for higher
skilled workers and individuals wit.ll a
strong attachment to the labor force
would stimulate increased participation
by employers and create mor-e job opportunities for the disadvantaged and
unemployed.
My projections provide for continuing
the employment and training programs
provided under the Comprehensh'e Employment and Training Act-cETA·with certain changes to achieve -the objective of serving a more diverse population. These changes will affect t..11e la\\·'s
eligibility targeting for prime sponsor
programs for on-the-job training, work
expel'ience, and skill training. TI1e PIesent program level would be continued.
adjusted caoh year for Inflation.
In addtt!on, in order to meet the
special needs of dioadvantaged youth. an
immediate and substantifll increase in
Job Corps funding is_ recommended in
:fiScal year 1977, throuo;z;h transfer o!
funds from the. CETA title I progrn.m..s.
This approaeh offers optimum utilization
of the one program which is directed
sp~citlcally to the Inner-city youth v.ho
have the highest unemployment rate.
However, Summer Youth, a program
directed at the same target group. is
projected to be phased down in fiscal year
1977 and then discontinued as a natior.al
program In the summer of 1978. as the
economy turns upward and the ;rou~h
unemployment rate drops.
TI1e current level of "counterc:;clic::ll' '
public service jobs funding-CETA tiUe
VI-assumed in the second budget
resolution will fund 350,000 jobs in fiscal
year 1976. This level should be maintained through fiscal year 1977, with a
phasedown starting at the beginning of
fiScal year 1978. A 15-month phasedown
will allow State and local governments to
absorb those who could be hired due to
normal growth In their payrolls. Grc\';ti1
in State and local employment was
halted during the recession; with a<l upturn in the economy, It is assumed that
these governments will expand their pa;;rolls and Ulus reduce the need for thi.'
program. The pre&nt level of the "transitional" public service employment program-CETA title IT-for structurally
unemployed, which funds approximately
75,000 jobs each year, would be maintained.
Projected outlays for employment and
training programs are estimated at 5.6
billion in fi~Scal year 1981.
Social services: My projections call for
maintainhlg the present level of funding for social services, which permits
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grnnts up to the $2.5 billion ceiling. In
addition. programs for the aging, vocational rehabllltatlon, and developmental
disabilities should be maintained at
present levels, adjusted for inflation. I
believe that the Congress should move
toward the block grant approach in this
area to provide States greater flexibility
in program management.
FUNCTION 550: HEAlTH
(OuUays In billions of dollars; fiscal years)
1977 1978 1979 1980

1981

Current services (CBO, Path

&>---·····-····'··-···-· 37.7 42. I 46.8 52.7
President's budceL •••••• _. 34.4 37.7 40.3 43.4
Recommenct.d•••••• _•••..•• 37. 4 42. I 46. 5 51. I

57.3
47. o
55.2

There is widespread concern over the
spiraling costs of health care in the
United States and the increasing share
of the gross national product devoted to
health without accompanying impmvements in the health status of the population. In spite of our concern, we should
not demand. as the President has done
in the 1977 budget. that the most vulnerable groups in our society bear the brunt
of checking the inflation in health costs.
I propose .that we reaffirm the Federal
'responsibility for the health needs of the
aged, the poor. and the disabled. Reforms
lri medicare and medicaid should be directed toward making health care more
accessible and more available to these disadvantaged persons, and not, as the President has proposed, making necessary
health services more costly and less assured.
To control medical care prices, I am
propo~ing that ·the Federal Government
estaolish a realistic and reasonable pric. ing policy for institutional care provided
through medicare and medicaid. The
price policy should not consist of rigid
cost controls as the President has proposed. Instead, reimbursement rates fol'
hospitals and other institutions participating in medicare and medicaid should
be adjusted annually according to metropolitan or regional indices of health costs.
· Federal increases in reimbursements
should be .limited to 133 percent of each
region's CPI for aU services. This approach would limit the increase in hospitl!J reimbursements in fiscal year 1977
to about 10 percent, declining to about
8 ~2 percent in fiscal year 1978. Furthermore, I woul4 hope that the major private insurers of health care in the Nation will adopt a similar reimbursement
policy so that institutional providers cannot simply nass those costs disallowed by
the Federal Government on to privately
insured patients. If this policy Is not successful, rigid cost controls will be necessary.
In addition to a flexible program o!
cost control, we must placed added emphasis on those programs which have
demonstrated capacity for improving the
effectiveness of our health care delivery
system:
Health maintenance organ!zationsHMO-can reduce the use of high-cost
- hospital care and provide a useful alternative to fee-for-service health care;
Professional standards review organizations-:-PSRO-through peer review.

can significantly affect the length of
hospital and nursing home care and
ellmina te unneeded admissions; ·a nd
Comprehensive health planning at
conununity and State levels offers the
opportunity for careful matching of delivery capability with community healU1
set-vice needs and elimination of surplus
capacity and unnecessary duplication.
, In addition to these demonstrated
programs, we must move more rapidly
to expand home health care arrangements and intensify efforts to make preventive health care a reality. While additional investment in these efforts will
not bear an immediate return, they w!ll
begin by 1980 to moderate the annual
rate of increase in medicare and medicaid expenditures.
The administration's proposal t.o
create a $10 billion block grant by folding medicaid and 15 other programs into
one funding mechanism is deficient on
many grounds: It contains insufficient
funds: it provides no safeguards to assure continuation of necessary services
or maintain quality of care; and it combines grants to State health departments
and private community agencies, service grants and planning grants, programs funded by formulas and programs
funded by project, programs covering
physical health, mental health, and
traininl;l' of the retarded. This confusing
and conflicting collection can only create
disorder at the State and local levels and
have a se>-ere, negative effect on health
care.
Howe,·er. the concept of combining
categorical programs into a single simplified grant has merit, if· applied judiciously. I believe Con!P"ess should carefully consider an inltiai block grant which
combines those formula grant health
programs which now fl:>w through State
health departments. Project grant programs would be folded into the block
grant as their current authorizations expire, but with provisions to protect existing grantees. Through this approach, we
will simplify administration and improve
coordination without the disarray the
President's approach would introduce.
I continue to believe that we must e.>tablish and implement a system of national health insurance designed to give
all Americans access to good care; end
financial hardship caused by illness; tinprove the efficiency and effectiveness of
the health care delivery system; and provide incentives to both provide1·s and
consumers of health care to hold down
costs. No matter which of the several
proposals for health insurance one examines, the impact on Federal spending
will be significant. A program of national
health insurance should not be financed
by borrowing as though it were a temporary or emergency measure. It should
be paid for from available revenues. We
must be realistic and admit that we cannot afford a new and comprehensive national health insurance program until
our budget potential significantly expands.
Fortw1ately, I believe that day is not
far off. It is my expectation that by fiscal
year 1980 the Federal budget "Vill be in
a position to implement such new initiatives as NHI. Since most experts main-
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taln U1at a 2-year period following .
ment of the law will be required
velop the administrative structur,.
operating rules for a comprehensive
gram of national health insurance, 1
lieve that fiscal year 1977 is the ,
priate year for Congress to pa.~s th~
legislation. However, my projectlo~
not include funding for NHI becau
uncertainty over the costs of sur
program.
FUUCTION 600: INCOME SECURITY

Outlays in billions of dollars; fiscal

years~

·--·-----:----1977 1978 1979 )9&1

Current services (CBO, Path
B>····-·--············--144.8158.8 172.6 w;.o
President's budget. ••.• _._.137.1 147.1 l'ill.3 170.1 •
Recommended ···-··· ····-·139.6 149. 4 162.6 177.7

Of all the functions in the Feder
budget, income security is the most scr
sitive to economic conditions. For ex
ample, the lower unemployment rate ru
sumption in my projections produces .
$5.9 billion difference from the CBO cur
rent services estimate for fiscal year 1&8
Even with low unemployment and mod·
crate inflation, however, the costs of ir:
come security programs will lncreast
These outlay increases result from dt
mographic and social trends, such as th
increasing number of both retirees am
female-headed families. as well as fror
the automatic indexing to the cost-ot
living of retirement programs and sev
eral of the major assistance program1
Assistance programs: One of the mos
troublesome an·d controversial Feder2
prot,'Tams· continues to be cash assist
ance, or welfare. The failings of the current program are obvious to all. Caseworkers, recipients, welfare progran
managers, and the general public a.
decry the combination of, low benefi
levels in some States and high benefi
levels in others, high administrative cost.
and high error rates, benefits that com
bine with other income-tested program
to exceed by a substantial margin th•
value of working for a living, and th1
exclusion of some groups of the need
population from coverage because theY
do not fit the cun·ent categories of as·
sistance.
In 1974 the Joint Economic Committee Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy com
pleted an exhaustive study of welfare
problems and reform proposals. Based
on this study, the Subcommittee recommended that Aid to Fam1lies With Dependent Children-AFDC-and foo
stamps be replaced '1'\"ith a single pro·
gram of need-related grants and rebat·
able tax credit to be administere<
through the national tax system by the
Internal Revenue Service. The grant.
are based on family size and income. Tax
credits replace the current personal ex·
emptions and are rebatable when theY
exceed tax liability. The program is dC·
signed to reduce the extreme variation
by State in current payments leYels, to
supplement all low-income groups mon
equitably, to bring all current income·
related programs under control througl;
explicit coordination mechanisms, ana
to strengthen the incentive to wo1·k. Ad~
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ditionally, it offers substantial tax relief
to moderate-Income persons.
This reform plan is attracting increasIng support. I propose its implementation In four annuRI stages beginning in
fiscal year 1978. The first step is the
shift from personal exemptions to nonrebatable tax credits, a step that begins
the tax relief aspect of the plan. The
second step replaces the ehild care income-tax deduction with a standard employment expense deductioil. The third
add~ dependents' coverage to the supplemental security income-SSI-program. The final, and most important,
phase of implementation would take
_ place in fiscal year 1981 when the personal tax credits would become rebutable, AFDC and food stamps would be
terminated, and the need-related grants
would begin. Appendix C cont<tins a brief
description of the plan.
Projecting the costs of this new program 5 years Into the future is necessarily uncertain. I have come down on
the side of caution in projecting maximum costs. Benefits are set at moderate
levels, and it is possible, as fiscal year
1981 approaches, that both grants and
tax credits will be raised somewhat above
the levels assumed here. By that time,
ho\\·ever, there will be ample funds
available for such an increase. Assuming
implementation of the new program, outJays for assistance progr·ams are projected at approximately $39 billion in
fiscal year 198!.
Social security: By fiscal year 1981,
the number of beneficiaries will have' increased by 4.6 million from current levels. In addition, even assuming a moderation of inflation to 5 percent by fiscal
1980-81, the cost of indexing this program to the cost of living will account
for 69 percent of the projected increase
In outlays to approximately $122 billion in fiscal year 1981.
Over the past year, much attention
has been given to the financial solvency
of the social security trust funds. There
are two areas of concern. First. the conibined impact of inf\lltion-based increases in outlays and unemploymentcaused decreases in revenues from the
payroll tax has pushed the system into
a short-term deficit. Second, the system
faces significant long-term financing
problems stemming from the overcompensation for inflation in t.he current
system-often called coupling-and the
increasing percentage of aged persons
projected. as the postwar baby boom
reaches retirement age earlY In the next
century.
The administration has proposed an
.increase in the payroll tax to deal with
the short-term problem. It is not clear
that such an increase Is needed. By fiscal
year 1981, with no change in law, the administration estimates that the three
social security trust funds will have an
annual surplus of S4 billion and combined
trust fund balances of $52.4 billion. If the
administration's proposed increase in the
payroll ta:ll~0.3 percent for both employers/employees effective January 1,
1977-is enacted, and if Congress accepts
the benefit adjustments proposed in the
President's fiscal year 1977 budget, the
fiscal year 1981 surplus would be $26.8

billion and the combined balances S175.2
billion.
A tax increase should not be necessary
over the next 5 years if taxes currently
allocated to the medicare trust fund are
reallocated to the OASDI flmds. Thi'5 will
eliminate the danger of retarding the
cwTcnt economic recovery by increasing
payroll taxes. It will also provide time
for public debate on the equity question."
as to the current payroll tax and benefit
structure. particularly the financing of
wives, widowl'. aud dependents benefits.
Some immediate stet:>s need to be taken
on the benefit side, how·ever. Le::;islation
is needed to insure that inflation is not
reflected twice in the pensions of those
later to retire: once in their wage history--benefits are computed on the basis
of average. wages, which rise with inflation-and once in the indexed part of the
benefit calculation. The benefit formula
is changed permanently eaeh time a costof-living increase is granted.
The administration's fiscal "year 1977
budget proposes to end this overcompensation for Inflation-coupling-by .freezing the current relationship between
benefits and preretirement income. Implementation of some decoupling proposal is feasible by January 1, 1978, and
is assumed here. This will COlTect a longterm financing problem which would
ultimately result in a large number of
workers receiving social security benefits
higher than the wages they had received
while working. In the short term, there
will not be significant cost savings-$200
million in outlay savings by fiscal year
·1981. In the long term. however, decoupling could eliminate about half of the
projected social security deficit.
Benefit changes with potential for
more immediate savings t.ha.t are assumed in my projections include:
Freezing the minimum benefit standard effective June 30, 1976: The minimum
benefit-currently
S101
pe1·
month-was originally illstituted for administratiYe convenience. rn order to
avoid sending small checks, no payments
of less than 510 \':ere to be made. Over
time. the minimum benefit has been
raised substantially and transfonned into an antipoverty device. Its current effectiveness as an antipoverty t<>ol can
be questioned on two grounds:
The new SSI program provides benefits to aged. blind, or disabled recipients
that are higher than the social security
minimum benefit-$158 a month versus
$101 for an individual and $237 versus
$152 for a couple.' SSI recipients who also
receive social security benefits receive
only $20 &. month more in total income
than if t~1ey received no social security.
Thus, the minimum benefit is only \vorth
$20.

The minimum benefit has increasingly
become a windfall benefit to people not
in need. About 40 percent of retired Federal civil servants also receive social
security, and about one-third of the:n
receive the minimum benefit.
'Additionally, many States supplement SSI
benefits at relatively high leveiB. California,
for example, guat·antees up to $546 a month
to an aged couple living alone t the $237
Fedm al grant plus a State grant of $309).
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Fiscal year 1981 san1:~s v;ould be :1 b::~u
$1 billion.

Phasing out student benefits over a
4-year period: Benefits are paid to child! en of retired, disabled or deceased persons with mcial securitY coverage when
these children arc attending school fulltime between ages 18 and 22. Normally,
children's benefits end at age 18. 0\'er
the years, this prog-r:un has become es~enlially an educational stipend. not a
cl•pendc!~,·s benef'.t. It is not bo .-ed on
scholastic achievement or need. Its educ~•ion~l assistance mirrht be· more efficiently provided through programs primarily concerned with educational financing rather than through social sect~rity. The gross savings in fiscal year
1981, exclusive of increased costs in educational programs. are estimated to be
$1.8 billion; $400 million has been added
to the fisca.l year 1981 recommendation
for education to CO\'er the increased
costs In educational programs.
Unemployment com!)ensation: Unemployment compensation programs \\ill
continue to provide income support to
workers temporarily out of the labor
market. Legislation is assumed that will
broaden coverage as of January 1977
and immediately raise the unemployment
tax rate and, in 1977, the taxable wage
base to restore the unemployment trust
fund to a self-sufficient financing basis
by 1981. Becau.~e of the broadened coverage under the regular State unemployment insurance programs, no renewal
is assun1ed for the Special Unemployment Assistance-SUA-program. Also.
the temporary extensions of benefit durations of Federal supplemental benefits are not assumed to be renewed after December 31, 1976, because of lower unemployment rates. Thus, the maximum
duration of benefits beginning in calendar 1977 will t:e 39 weeks. Beginning in
1981, persons unemployed for longer periods of time will benefit from the new
welfare reform plan.
Civil service retirement and disability:
Each time there is a cost-of-living adjustment in Federal employe retirement
programs, an additional 1-percent Increase is added to co::npensate for the
time lag between cost-of-living adjustments. Over time, this results in cumulative benefit increases significantly greater than the increa5e in the cost of li\'i...'ll!.
Elimination of this 1 percent bonus.
ef!ecti\'e October 1, 1976. will save S0.9
billion by fiscal year 1981. Outlays for
civil service retirement and disability are
projected at approximately Sl'6 billion in
fiscal year 1981.
Other programs: T.ne remaining income security programs are continued at
current services levels. The major programs include railroad retl.r ement.
special benefits to disabled coal miners.
school lunch and child nutrition programs, and assisted housing.
Funding for assisted housing programs
at current services levels assumes that
major changes in current porgrams will
not be made, but rather that current programs will be m~re ef!ecth·ely ir ~le
mented over/ the 5-year period. In addition, I belie\'e the Congress should move
t<>ward a block-grant approach in the
school lunch and child nutrition area.
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Such an approach would result in more particip;..t:3 through programs a\':J.ilable
flexibility for meeting the nuttitional to the general population or sponsored by
needs of all chlldren. It should also be the Department of Defense.
noted that a current services level of
There is a need to keep readjustment
funding represents a substantial in- benefits for eli~ible veterans current with
crease in funding-more than 100 per· inflation, and appropriate increases are
cent over fiscal year 1975.
provided. My approach also assumes savings due to tightened adntlnistration.
fU:-lCTiotl700: VETERANS' BENErlTS AND SERVICES
Savings of $200 million in fiscal year
roullays in billions of dollars; fiscal years!
1977, with equal amounts thereafter,
could be achieved by the VA through
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 greater Qlmlit.y control efforts and certain minor legislative ch::mges.
C"rre1! ser • ces (CBO. Path
Hospital and medical care: In the re8)_, ___ ,_, ___ ., __ , ___ , __ 18.7 19.3 19.8 20.4
Presidenl'sbudget,__, __ ·-·- 17.2 11.2- 16.7 16.3 f~·} cent past there has been real growth in
R..ommend>tion ______ ., ___ 18.3 19.0 19.7 19.9 2o:6 • the costs of hospital and medical care, in
part because of the Vietnam war and eliMy recommendations, in the context gibility liberalizations. The recommended
of an all volunteer army, would maintain approach generally allows for inflation,
and somewhat improve benefits and serv- and as~umes enactment, effectiYe Octoices for draft-era veterans while termi- ber 1, 1976, of the Prt'sident's proposal to
nating certain benefits for volw1tcer shift some costs of VA health care to
army veterans. The higher pay and bene- private health insurance systems. This
fits associated wiUI voluntary service proposal in no way reduces medical care
substitute for the special compensation services available to veterans.
measures available in earlier years.
fUtiCTION 750: LAW ENFORCEMENT AND JUSTICE
Veterans pensions, compensation, and
(Outlays m b•llions of dollars; frstal yearsj
other benefits and services: The recommended program maintains the real level
. 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
of these cash benefit programs;· that is,
inflation is offset by periodic increases.
Although these programs are not indexed Current services (CBO, Path
by law, Congress regularly acts to keep Pr~iiieni's-iiiiii~i:::::::_:: 1! ~: ~
~ ~ t~
them current.
Reeommeudation. __ -·-·---- 3. 5 3. 6 3. 7 3. 8
l. 9
In addition, I recommend a real bene- - - - fit level increase in veterans pensions to
My projections in this function assume
begin in October 1976. This increase a gradual reduction in block grant fundwould improve the adequacy of pensions, lug under the Law Enforcement Assistparticularly for \\idows and other sm·vl- ancc Administration. The original de·
vors. It would also provide the oppor- sign of this pro"ram in the 1968 Safe
tunity for reforms in the method of com- Streets Act pllfce"d great stress upon Ul.e
puting benefits that would ultimately innovati'l'e crime reductio!l poten~ial of a
yield savings. The added cost of these ftexible block grant to State governments.
benefit increase and reform provisions, Unfortunately, !l years late, there is very
on an annual basis in 1977, would be ap- little evidence that any significant innoproximately $400 million, including the, vative work has resulted from this apcost of the 8-percent increase already proach. My recommendation would rein etiect as of January 1976. The veterans duce outlays for LEAA in constant dolpension program will peak late in the lars over the 5-year period from $0.8 bilcentury, 1985-90, as the eligible World lion to $0.4 billion. The recommended
\Var II veteran population reaches re- reducLion in the funding for LEAA should
tirement age. Enactment of reform pro- serve as an opportunity to consolidate
visions should lower future costs.
present efforts, to plz.ce greater stress
Readjustment benefits: Readjustment upon research and ilmovative projects,
programs provide education and train- and to reduce emphasis upon the puring assistance for veterans retmnlng to ch~ of law enforcement hard~·are by
civilian life. Costs of these benefits have State and local governments.
l'lsen enormously as Vietnam veterans
FUNCTICHl 800: GE"lERAl GOVERNMHH
claimed them during· the recession. Obtaining a higher education is an attrac{Outl!ys in billion: of dollars; fiscal yearsj
tive option to veterans during periods of
high unemployment, first because veter1977 1978 1979 IS80 1981
ans may not have a salary to forego while
attending school, and second because of
services'(C80, Patlt
the income supplement the education Current
3.
3.8 4.0 4.3
4.7
8)_--- ---budgeL
----·---____
------, __ _ 3. 4 3. 9 3.6 3.6
checks provide for veterans attending President's
3.7
4.3
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.4
Recommendation•• ------ ___
low-cost institutions.
Costs are expected to decline under
This functional category, which incurrent law because of the 10-year limitation on eligibility. TI1e recommended cludes a. large number of agency and
program includes components that cause budget' accounts related fundamentally
some costs to rise and others to fall, com- to carrying on the overhead functions
pared to current law. First, enactment in of Government, is particularly appro.fiscal year 1976 of legislation to end en- priate for projection on a current-servtitlements for persons entet·ing military ices basis. It seems unlikely that largeservice on or after October 1, 1976, is scale increases or decreases will occur in
assumed, in line with my recommenda- the general level or costs of day-to-day
tions on the Impact of the volunteer operation of the Government. Accordarmy. Veterans requiring or desiring ingly, future outlays may be projected on
additional training and education should the basis of anticipating that roughly the
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same lc\'el of services must be pr
and that costs will rise to the
necessary to meet cost-of-Ih·ln
similar increases. The President's
..
et, by maintaining current-dollar •
in many instances. would entail · ,
si\'ely reduced levels of services.
FUNCTION 850: REVENUE SHARirlG Arm CEIIEPAL PU
FISCAL ASSISTA iCE
!Outla s in billions of do!lors; fist>l

1977 1978 13
Current services (CBO, Path
8) •• ___ , _______ __ , . --- 7. 4
President's budget__ _____ , __ 7. 4
Recommtndation.-·---·---· 7. 4

7. 7
7. 7
7.7

8.0

8.1

8. 0

8.1

7. 9

8. 0

State and local govetnments n€ed •
recognize that the era of real-doll~ _ e •
panslon in Federal funding for c.ir •
intergovernmental grants-in-aid _
come to an end. In the years ahead. •
main focus of Federal conceru shoul
on rationalizing and improving the
ous maJor income transfer systems •
are of such importance to so many u;:o"
residents.
It will be necessary, however. to continue the general revenue sharing program since tennination now ould
sult in a sigr..ificant fiscal shock to S
and local budgets. However, aid should b
redirected toward needy areas r ..
than widely disbursed. In addition. c .·
gress should subject the program to theannual appropriation process, so t.l-J.at it
can compete with other worthwhile programs..
I belte\·e the Congress should
ase
. this program out during the 5-year
period. It .is very difficult t~ ju~tify !::u,....
increases tn Federal borrowmg to ftnar.ce
a program of general assistance to State
and. local governments. Funds m.2.de
available through a phaseout of tne prog1:am should be transferred to. other
high-priority State and local asstsral'_ce
prcgr::>.ms.
ruNCTIOI• 900: li•TERlST
!Outlays in billions of donars; fiscal years!
1977 1978 1979 I

1~

Current services (CBO, Path
8)__ .. __ , __, _, _., ___ ____ 42.2 48. 9 54.1 59_3
Presodent's budgeL.- -- -- __ 41.3 ~- 8 46. 5 4o. 9
Rerommendation_, ____ , __ __ 41.4 45.2 47.1 49. ;;

Outlays for interest. which repre· ·
predominantly the costs of nnancillg · terest-bearing Federal debt, are expe _
to continue to rise during the nex: a
years, primarily as a result of the etlec
of continued budget and offbudget
icits. In addition to the aggregz e
of the Federal interest-bearing
however, a principal determinant of · terest payments must be the rate c: !!:terest assumed to be necessary to n~ ~ 
age the debt successfully.
A substantial portion of fund.; -~
pended as interest on the Federal · - 15
returned to the Federal bu
• •n form of interest receipts of trust fucd<predomlnantly to the social seeuri ._.agram. Although the gross mount , .,.
terest payments is included in
f.
above-since the tl1lst fund receipts •
accounted for In the figures for ezch -~· -
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dividual fund-it should be kept in mind
that interest payments to the general
public are far less than shown aboveabout 25 percent of total interest payments go to trust funds, and another 18
percent to the Federal Reserve System,
from which it is returned through deposits of excess Federal Reserve earnings
into miscellaneous receipts.
The total interest-bearing Federal debt
results not only ft'om deficits in the unified budget, but also includes the effect
of transactiot1s of otibudget agencies.
Absent a control over the activities of
these agencies, which I believe would be
advisable for many reasons, an increasing trend of deficit financing must be assumed. Offbudget agency operations are
estimated to increase the total interestbearing debt by $14.3 billion in fiscal year
1976, and by a total of $75 billion for the
6 fiscal years 1977-81.
over the longer term, I hope that some
restructuring of the maturity composition of the debt can be accomplished.
However, for purposes of these estimates,
it has been assumed that the proportions
of total debt financed through shortintermediate-, and long-term securities
will remain 1·oughly constant.
Inasmuch as the Federal debt is curl'ently heavily concentrated in shortterm securities, analysis ordinarily proceeds by assuming a trend in interest
rates--discount-on 91-day Treasury
bills. CBO projections, in common with
most other econometlie models, assume
a rising trend of short-tenn interest
rates--in the CBO case, from 6.1 percent

in 1!!76 to 7.5 percent in 1981. or-.m pro- mately 5 percent per year through the
jections assume a monetary policy which 5-year period.
would permit a reduction to 5 percent In FUNCTIOfl 950: UNDISTRI BUTEO OFFSET WIG 11£ IPT
fiscal year 1980 and fiscal year 1981. Both
lOt !lays in billions of clollaiS' r stal years!
this projection and the CBO current
services analysis assume that budget
1917 19i8 1979 l9t0 1931
margins which may develop are not applied to reduction of debt or to any other · Current service• (CBO,
Path B)•••••. .. .••• •• -15.3 :....18. 0 -17. 3 -18. 6 -'9. <
~pecific purpose. The recommended levels
Pre•ident's budgeL•••• -18. 8 -20. 7 -21. 4 -22. I - n. S
of interest shown above assume that the Recommtnded ...... , •• -17.0 -17.1 -18. 1 -19.2 -20.6
.short-term rate will rise to not more
than 6.5 percent.
Outlays in this function reftect n:ri.\.LLO\VANC £5
marily technical budget adj •. ems and
The President's budget estimates ordi- are shown as negative outlays to a \'Olel
narily include allowances for unfore- doubleeounting between budget accounts
seen contingencies and ·for the effect on for the e~npioyer's share of employee rethe budget of Federal employee pay tirement payments and interest "'ecei.ed
raises and p1ice changes. The CBO 5- by the trust funds. This function aho
year analysis includes allowances for includes receipts from leasing oil rights
changes in l<,ederal pay rates. My recom- to the Outer Continental Shelf. Tnese
mendations incorporate the effect of both leases are an important part of the e:!ort
Federal pay-rate changes and price to build oil reserves which the country
changes within the a!llounts recom- is expected to need in the fut W'e. These
estimates are based on receipts oi 3.5
~nended for each functional area.
The recent report of the Rockefeller billion for fi6Cal year 1977 and an average
Panel points up a number of deficiencies of $2.7 billion per year through nscal
ili CW'rent procedures ~or detenuining year 1981.
The executive branch's system for estiFederal pay rates and recommends certain changes. These projections assume mating these receipts has not been acthat action will be taken to expand the curate in recent years, and this catt>gO!'Y
basis of comparability, both by includ- provides a temptation for Presidents _,
ing significant jobs whit:h have been ex- inflate their estimates in order to maKe
cluded in recent years--most notably, overall budget deficits appear smaller.
secretaries and computer operators~and In future years, it would be desirable to
by moving progressively to a system drop this category altogether and. mwhich considers total compensation stead, account for actual amounts 1 erather than solely cash salary. Imple- ceived in a particular year in the nex•
mentation of these recommendations year's budget.
would result in pay increases of approxiThe appendixes follow:
APPENDIX A
ECOtiOMIC ASSUMPTIOTiS OF THE RECOMMENDr:D APrP.OA('.H
!Dollar amounts in billions

--------- -------~

Calendar year1976

1977

CroSI national product:
Constant dollars•................... $8H
$895
Current dollars•••••...••••••••••••• $1,675 $1,880
Rate of real growth (perc:ellt)___ .___
6.4
6.7
2.10
GNP deflator 1·-·--·----........ ... 1. 98
t

1978

Calendar year-

1979

1980

1981

$939
$985 $1,033
~2. 088 $2,307 $2,540
4.9
5.6
5.4
2.22
2.34
2.46

$1,084
$2, 799
6. 4
2.58

Constant 1958 dollars.

1976

1971

1978

1979

19$0

Income shares:
Persvnal income.•••••••.••••••••••• $1,390 $1, 5-tl $1,712 $1,892 $1. 0¢2
· Corporat~rofits...................
153
215
192
237
252
Consumer pr uet irnlex (inllatiOII rate)
(percent.)••••••••••••••••• -.........
6. 7
6..1
5. 7
5.3
5. 0
Unemployment r.ce•....................
G. 9
a..o 5.1
4.9
4.5

1%1

~ ~~

2Si

5. 0
' 3

• Expected rate at the end of year.

1 1958 equals I;

APPENDIX B, PT. I
COMPARISON OF 5·YR PROJECTIONS
(In billions of dollars!
fiscal year1977

President's budatl and projections t

m: ~
---------------------

Recommend apprOICII:
OuUays••••••••••- - - - - - · · · - · - · · 410.3

. . ~~~:rues:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1978

429.5
406.7

. 1979

Fiscal year1981

1977

455.7
465.3

1980

482.5
523.1

509.9
m.4

-22. 8 +9.6 +40.6
Derc(t/surplus7 ........................ .."'-=43=.0====
CBO current strYices (path B);
OuUays•••••••••••••••••• ••.•. .••.•••••.•• 424.1 463.9 495.1 530.5
Revenues.................................. 3GO. 0 401.0 448.0 497.0

+75.5

Revenues.-··-·--·-·-···-·-··-····

360.7

1978

1979

19W

I~H

«1.6
420.2

468. 0
464.0

4:l7.0
523. 2

5<:9. 5

-4.0 +26.2

+Sf.2

Deficit/Surplus •••• ·····-·· ••••••••••••• -49.6 -21.4

~~. 7

564.0
550.0

---------------------14.0

Deficit/Surplus •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• -64.1 -62.9 -47. 1 -33.5

• Budget of tht, U.S. Government, fi!cal year 1977 (p 28).

•1

Rene cis CBO path B alternative for impact of Inflation on lliahway program (f~~

-\CO)
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APPENDIX 8, PT. II
COMPARISON OF 5·YEAI! OUTLAY PROJECTIONS BY fU'ICTIONAL CATEGORY
[In billions of dollars!

' 1976

'TQ

19n

1978

1979

1980

1981

National defense (0~0).......... 92.0
24.0 ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.••••.••••
Current selVIces (path B)••••••••• • ~ ......... 103.4 114.5 118.0 127. 2.
13~ 6
Pre~ident's budget.. ••••••••••••••••••••••• Ull.l
112.9 121.5 132.4
142.8
Recommended .••...•••••••••••..•••• •.••.• •1oo.o · 107.0 113.0 119.0
126.0
InternatiOnal affairs (150).......
6.31.7 ·························-·············
Currrnt servu;es (path B).·-················
6. 8
7. 8
8. 5
9..3
99
Prestrlc1t's budveL •••••••••••••••••••••••• - 6,1
7.8
7.1
8.1
8:0
Recomw•ndPd .••.... ········-·· ••••••••••
6. 3
7.1
6. 9
7. 0
7.1
Ce11eral sctence, space and tecb•
oology (250).................
4.6
1.3 ....................................... .
Current services (path 8).-•••••••••• ,.;•••_
5. 0
5. 4
5. 8
6. 0
6. 1
Pre\idcnt s budget.........................
4.5
4.6
4.5
4.4
4.1
RPcommended.............................
5.0
5.5
5.7
5.7
~4
Natural re>ources, environment
.
an~ energy (300).............
11.4.
3.2 •••.••..•••••••...•.•••.••.•.••••.••..••
Current services (path
14.2
15.8
15.9
15.2
14 8
President's budget......................... 13.8
14.4
15.1
14.9
1( 5
Re<:ommended............................. 15.1
17.9
18.9
19.1
22.7
Agriculture (l!>O)...............
2.6
.8 ··················-·····--·············
Current •crvices (path B)....................
2. s·
2. 5
2:6
2. 7
2.8
President's budget.........................
L7
2.6
2.6
2.1
2.1
Retonlll'cnded.............................
1.0 • 2.2
2.3
2.5
2.6
Co111merct and transportation

B>···········-······-

(400)....................... 18.3
5.3 ....................................... .
Current services (patll 8)>•••••••••_ •••~---- 1L 4
18.8
19.3
20.3
21.2
Preside.nt's budeet......................... 16.5
19. 4
19.1
18.7
18.7
Recommended............................. 18.2
18.6
19.0
19.4
19.1

Communtty and regional devel·
.
opmcnt(450)................
7.0
2.1 •••.••.•••.•••••••••••.•••••............
Current services (path B)................. . ..
7.7
1.3
I. 0
8.1
I. 3
President's budget.........................
5.5
6.0
6.2
6.0
6.1
· Recommended................. .............
7.2
1.0
7. 7
7.6
7.6
Education, manpower and social
services (500)............. •• • ZO. ~
5. 4 •...•. _. .. . . . • . .. . . ................... .
Current services (path B).................... Z1. 4
22. 4
23. 1
23. S
24. 3
President's budaet.••••••••.•••••• c ••••••• •• 16. 6
15. 2
15. 3
15. 3
15. 3
Recom\llended. . • . • • • .. . .. . •• • . • •• • ... • • • .• 22. 3
21. 6
21. 0
21. 3
22. 1

12d budget resolution, fisczl year 1976 (tt. Con. Res. 446).
1 Represents a net decrease from President's proposals resulting from acceptance of certain
legislative proposals, offset by a reduction in proposed procurcm~nt activities.
a Reflects CSO path B alt!rnative lor impact of inflation on highway program (lunttlon 400).
APPENDIX C..._BRIEF SUMMARY OP THE TAX
CREDITS AND ALLOWANCES ACT OF 1975 As
PROPOSED BY THE 5-cBCOMMITTEE ON FISCAL
POLICY OF THE JOINT ECONO:\!IC COMf>trrr!:E

The welfare reform plan proposed by the
Subcommittee on Flscal Polley of the Joint
Economic Committee in December 1974 would
achieve the following l.rtiportant goalsBy covering all population groups, it would
end the current d!scrimlnatlon in existing
programs against the working poor and nonaged, non-disabled single individuals, a.nd
childless couples: and lnl\ke Impossible
higher Income and benefits for non-working
persons than their working neighbors;
It would provide higher incomes to many
needy persons and additional tax relief for
modest-income persons;
It wou.ld systematize and streamline bene11. t programs. assure that benefits are held to
rea.~ona.ble levels, and that work lncenti>es
are retained, thus ending the constant pressure !or new and expanded programs; and
It would provide fiscal relief to States,
which could then concentrate their resources
on other pressing local needs.
The new progTam would replace two major
assistance programs-the Aid to Families
wlth Dependent Children Program (AFDC)
and the food stamp program-wtth a system
of tax credits.. and. need-r.elated grants. It
would consist ofF'ir.>t, tax credits or approximately S285
per person for all individuals, including
Social Security Income recipients. which
would be deducted dlrectly from tnx bllls,
but retun1ed In cash to those without su!ficieut income to pay taxes; and
. Second,\ Income-related grants to be paid
monthly. to all low-Income persons except
the aged, the blind, and dlsabled adults and
thelr dependents, who would recel\•e the
higher benefits provided under the SSI program. Both the tax cre<11ts and the grants
'would be administered by tile Internal
R~venue Service.

I

1976

I

TQ

1977

1978

1979

1980

1~!

Hcalcth (550)t ••.•.•••(•••th··a·)····· 32. 9
8. 6 ........................................
urren s~rvtce' pa
•••••••• ••••• ••••• •• 37. 7
42. 1
46. 8
52. 7
51.. l
PreSt dents bu1&~L.................... . ... ~. 4
37.7
«l. 3
43.4
47.
Re<:ommended ' ............................ · 37.4
42.1
46.5
51.1
5$ •
Income security (blJO).. ••••••••• 12L 2
34.3 •••••••••• •.• • ••••••. ••••••..•••• . •
Currentserv ces(path B).................... 144.8 158.8 172.6 186.0
Prestdent'sbudgeL......................... 137.1 147.1 158 3 170.1
Recommended .............................. 139.6 149.4 1Ei6 177.7 .
~
Veterans benefits and setv1ces

QOO)... •• . . • •• •• •••••• ••••• 19.1
4. 6 •• ...... •• •• . . . ••
· Current services (path 8)............. .. ....• 18. 7
19. 3
President's bud&eL·-··········-··········· 17.2
17.2
Recomme~~fted •••••.• c.....................
18.3
19.0

law enforcement and justice

. . .•• • ............ .
19. 8
20. 4
21: i
16.7
16.3
1.5. •
19,7
19.9
Zil i
•

(750). . ....................
3. 4
1. 0 ··························-·······
Current servtces (path B)....................
3. 7
3. 9
4. 0
4. 2
President's budget.. ........ . . ......... .....
3. 4
3. 3
3. 3
3. S
Recommended.... .........................
3. 5
S. 6
3. 7
3.1

·~:s

.3
-. 9

General govemmcot (8(j{))........
3. 3
• 9 ...................... -·········-· •.
Current serv.cPs (path B)....................
3. 6
3.8
4.0
4. 3~
4· 7
President's budg•t.... ................ .•....
3. 4
3. 9
3. 6
3. 6
3: T
Re<:ommenJed.. •.•• •••••••••••• •••• •••• •••
3. 6
3. 8
4. 0
4. 3
4. 4
Revenue sharmg and reneral pur~
pose fiscal assistance (350). •••
7. 3
2. 1 ..................................... .
Current s~rvices (path B).·-···.............
7. 4
7. 7
8. 0
I. 1
i
PreSidents budget.........................
7.4
7.7
7.1
8.0
8.1.
Recommended.............................
7.4
7.7
8.0
8.1
8.1
Interest (900)..... ............. 35.4
10.0 ... ·································-·
Currentserv ices (patll 8).---··········. ..• 42. 2
48. 9
54. 1
59. 3
b3.7
President's budget......................... 41.3
44. 8 . 46. S
46. t
46.9
45.2
47.1 ? 49.0
SlO
l!ecommtnded ••••••••••• -................ 41.4
Allowances •••••.•.. •.•. ••.••••••••..•.....••.•• · ··· ··-·· •.•..•. ••.•••••••••.•••••••••
Current serv.ce• (J->th B)....................
2. 2
I. 9
1. 9
I. 8
1.1
Z.3
5.6
1.1
10.5
12.4
PreSident's bud.et. ........................
.Recommended • ..•.•. •··.· ..•• ••••••....•.•••••••••••..•.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••
Undtstnbuted offsetttng recerpts

a:

(950) ....................... -17.1

-4.4 .............................. . ... .

Currentservtces(pathB).................... -15.3 -18.0 -17.3 -18.6
President's bud<el. •.•••••.••..••••.••.•.•• -18.8 -20". 7 -21.4 -22.1
Recommended .•••••.•••••••••••••.••••.••• -17.0 -17.1 -18.1 -19.2

·-iS::
-22

~

-20. ,

• Does not includa outlay impact of national health i~surance.
• functional category recommendations incorporate the effe<:t of both Fe~eral pay and price
changes, which the Pre•ident's budget includes under allo"l:aotes; CBO e'timate tncludes- fe~
civilian pay changes under allowances.

The tax credits would replace the carrent
$750 personal exemption that all taxpayers
subtmct from taxable income. The credits
would lower the tRxes of many modestinco:ne v;orkers, while providing casll supplements to the poor.
Total benefits to a pennlless two-parent
adult famlly o! four in 1981 would be approximately $5,000. Total benefits to a penniless one-parent !amlly of !our would be
approXimately $4,500.
Since tllere are relatively !ew families with
no Income !rom private or public sources, the
proposed beneftta will serve prlmarUy to supplement other Income, rather than to prov!de
total support. And, since the grants decl!ne
gradually and at a moderate level as earnings
rise (by 50 percent of earnings exclusive o!
social security taxes and standard work expenses), there Is always a financial Incentive
to lncreMe earnings.
The plan would be phased ln over four
years, a.s follows:
.
In fiscal year 1978, the $285 nonrebatable
tax credit would replace the $750 personal
exemption;
In fiscal year 1979, a standard employment
expense deduction would replace the child
care •ax deductions:
In fiscal year 1980, dependents' benefits
would be added to the Supplemental Social
Security program; and
In fiscal year 1981, the S285 tax credit would
be made rebatable, need-related grants
added. and the AFDC and foOd stamp program.:;; eliminated.
The net o•erall cost of the progra.m-be)"ond the cost of carrying on exl3tlng welfare
program.;;-would be approximately $9.9 btllion In FY 19Bl, approximately $8.4 bllllon In
lost tax reYeu ucs and $1.5 billion ln additional grant pa,·ments. (These dollar estimate3
refiect up-dated estimates !rom those pro\'lded by the JEC Subcommittee on Fiscal
Polley due to the phasing-In o! the oYerall
reronn plan O\"E'r a Inter period.)

The JEC plan Is propooed In Jee!slative
!orm 1n H.R. 10852, Introduced by Mr. Coa·
NELL o! Wisconsin. The bill c\\rrently hM
20 co-sponsors.

Mr. Speaker the Budget Committee
has now completed its overall hearings
on the economy and the President's
budget and economic program for fis : 1
year 1977. The committee's task forces
are now holding hearings on various aspects of the economy and the budget.
At the conclusion of these hearing!;,
in mid-~1'arch, the committee will be receiving reports from all House comn::i tees on the President's budget and their
overall legislative plans for fiscal year
1977. These reports are a most important
source of information and recommendations for the Budget Committee markups
of the first budget resolution, which
·must be reported to the House by
April 15. House and Senate action on the
resolutions must be completed by May 15.
The committee's plan for the full lffi·
plementation of the budget process thiS
year is described in more detail in a letter to you last October.
The key dates to keep in mind for the
early part of the year are as follows:
March 15: Committees report to the
Budget Committee.
April 15: Budget Committee reports
first budget resolution.
May 15: Congress completes action on
first budget resolution.
No revenue or spending bill can be
considered in the House before adoption
cf the first resolution.
Authorizations for fiscal year 1977
must be reported to the House no later
than this date.
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Adhering to these dates and deadlines

will be extremely difficult, particularly

for the deadlirie requiring reporting of
authorizations bills by l\1ay 15. If these
authori.7..ations are not reported in a
timely manner, House and Senate action
en appropriations bi!ls will be delayed,
and it 1s highly unlikely that we will be
able to meet the act's tL-netable for adoption of the second budget resolution in
September.
In fact, although the act requires only
that authorizations be reported by
May 15, the practicalities of the Umetable really require that they be passed
·by the House by mid- or late-May. If,
for example, most authorization bills ·are
~.,orted in early May, there will be a
•ostant!al logjam on the House fioor 1n
late May and early June, with a great
possib1lity of delaying action on approprlaucns bills. Consequently, I urge all
committees to report authorization bills
as soon · " JOssible so that the leadership
can schedule fioor action on these bills by
mid-May.
Finally, I wlsh to thank all Members
of the House for their understanding of,
and commitment to, the requirements of
the budget process this year. Our normal
legislative procedures are undergoing a
;,!gniftcant change as a result of the
Budget Act,- and all Members are to be
-.ommended for their efforts to make the
new budget process work.
r Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
.Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
· Mr. ADAMS. I yield to the gentleman
from Maryland (Mr. ~.frTCRELL).
Mr. MITCHELL of :Maryland. I thank
my chairman for yiPlding, and I merely
want to comment very briefly on this
very provocative and well-thoughtthrough statement and proposal that the
gentleman Is putting before us.
.Mr. Speaker, I want to suggest to the
Members who are here on the fioor that
the budget process is working. There is
no doubt in my mind, and I do not think
there is any doubt in the mind of any
member of the Committee on the Budget,
that it is working primarily because of
the hard work and dedication that the
gentleman from Washington <Mr.
ADAMS) has put in.
Mr. Speaker, I want to j~st comment
a bit further. The gentleman from Washington has spoken to the "givens" in our
economic situation. I think every Member of thls House wants to achieve a balanced budget somewhere down the line.
I think every Member of this House and
the American public wants to reduce the
tax burdens. I also think that everyone
wants to reduce government spending.
But I am delighted to hear the gentleman from Washington say that this cannot be accomplished in 1 ot· 2 years, that
there has to be a gradual. approach to
these three "givens" in our economic
system.
I was especially glad to heM· the gentleman say it because there is a segment
of this population that is still desperate
right now in the present economic situation. The ul9.employment rate is unconscionable. There are people who are hungry. There are people who are struggling
to make ends meet. I am just very glad
to hear the gentleman say that they will

remain a pliority under the gentleman's
proposed plan until such time as we can
clear up some of the structural dysfunctionings in this economic system.
Mr. Speaker, I will ask U1e chairma.n
of the Committee on the Budget this
question. We are now in the phase of
beginning to suggest the priorities, are
we not?
Mr. ADAMS. That is correct. And the
tas!{ forces are now working on the details of each functional category to fill in
the in!OI m tion as to where our priorities will ·be so we can come t.o the full
committee with our final product.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Speaker, as the gentleman knows, I am
delighted that we have moved to that
next stage of our development as to suggested priorities. Speaking only for this
Member, our work, I feel, i~ made doubly
difficult because we are dealing with an
administration budget proposal that I
think is totally unrealistic and unworkable.
In light of what the gentleman has accomplished up to this point and in llght
o! what the committee has accomplished,
I think we can come out with a budget
resolution that will be realistic and v.ill
meet the needs and wants or the people
of this country, and then we can move
toward our ultimate objectives which
have been spelled out.
·
Mr. Speaker, I thank t11e gentleman
very much for yielding.
Mrs. FENWICK. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
:Mr. ADAMS. I yield to the gentlewoman from New Jersey.
:Mrs. FENWICK. Mr. Speaker, I thank
the gentleman for yielding.
I think anyone listening to this must
be impressed \\-ith the grasp of the subject matter that the -gentleman has and
with the scope of the explanations we
have just heard.
I am wondering about one thing. There
is no provisions here for retiring the
international debt. Is that something one
does not do any more?
J\11'. ADAMS. Mr. Speaker. that certainly is one o! the items that could
come out of the surplus which we are
trying to achieve, and at that point those
who are Members of the Congress in that
year, if they wl.5h to pay off the debt
rather than acc;omplish one of the .other
items, would find the monies would be.
there to do it. What I am trying to produce, as the gentlewoman can see, is a
rational way to accomplish our objectives as the revenues are increasing and
not simply spend the money every year
and in effect overspend moneys in the
out-years.
So at that point it may well be that
retirement of the debt is one of the goals
that the Congress will wish to achieve.
Mrs. FENWICK. Mr. Speaker, as a
prudent consumer, it has ahtays struck
me as pitiful that we should spend $100
million a day on debt service when we
have so much need for senices to human
beings in preference to the debt, and
there seems to be no hope of getting rid
of that burden. According to the projections, in fact, the burden ls going to be
greater.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes; it will be higher in
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amount unless we can conb:ol it. That
is one of the reasons why we must keep
\\ithin our revenues.
:M:rs. FENWICK. 1\Ir. Speaker, I thank
the gentleman.
Mr. ADAMS. :Mr. Speaker. I thank the
gentlewoman for her comments.
REVEALING THE IDENTITY OF U.S.
INTELLIGENCE AGENTS: A CURIOUSLY ONE-SIDED EXERCISE
The SPEAKER pro + pore c• · .
BoNKER). Under a previous order of the
House, the gentleman from New Jersey
0\{r, DOMIN!CK V. DANIELS) Is recogniY.ed
for 10 minutes.
Mr. DQ].flNICK V. DA.~.'ITELS . Mr.
Speaker, the New York Times of Sunday, February 4, 1976, contained a most
interesting article reproduced from the
Times of London. In this article, Lord
Chalfont, former ~Iin!ster for Disarmament under Prime Minister Harold Wilson, takes to task those well-intentioned
but misguided journalls~ '1\ho have
embr.rked upon a crusade to publica 1y
identify U.S. intelllgence agents.
Those who believe that the cause of
international morality w!ll be strengthened if all U.S. intelligence opera ··es
are identified !ail to perceive two \·ery
basic facts:
First. Intelligence officers are well
aware of the identity of their opposlt~
numbers, and do not usually indulge in
manuevers to eliminate their cour1terparts. Intell!gence organizations are not
constructed !or the purpose of killin
otT agents on .the other side. They al·e
constructed for a variety of functions-some of them laudable, bOwl! of tnem
lamentable-and most of them quit€
necessary. But t.he execution of agents
representing other interests is not in. eluded in the functional profile of the
world's leading in~lligence organizations. This is where one has t.o draw the
line between the fantasy of spy noYels
and the real world of 1ntern'ltional int~lligence operations:
Second. This is not the "very best of
all possib!e worlds." to borrow from
Voltaire. What we do have !.s.a very complex in~~rnat10nal order, troubled with
social and economic problems of 'l;arying
degrees of intensity. We have the likelihood of increasing economic confrontation between producers of key resources
and the industrialized "orld. We are
witnessing already in the United Nations
a growing clamor in the tllird world nations for a "new world economic order."
including the payment of restitutions to
the less-developed countries whose interests are perceived to have been exploit~d by the industrialized West.
And, as if social and economic confrontation were not enough, '1\e also have
to deal v.·ith the reality of a confrontation between the political ideologies of
the Communist and capitalist nations.
This may not be the world as we would
like it, but It 1s the world as it is-and
the sooner this !act 1s recognized the
better.
We can hold out the hope for a better tomorrow 1n the international political milieu, but in the meantime we have
to conduct our affairs v.ith a keen ap-
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Wi II Congress Work Its Wi II
On the Nation's Growing Bills?

By SAMUEL STAFFORD
Associate Editor

THEY WERE TALKING about
H.R. 7130, a bill aimed at wresting control
of Federal spending from the White House
and "returning" it to Congress, and every
so often the rhetoric would touch upon the
sour mood of the electorate.
People are fed up with politicians and
the political process, speakers would
remind their fellow congressmen, fed up,
in fact, with most of the Nation's
venerable institutions, including the U.S.
Senate and House of Representatives.
Inasmuch as all House seats and a third
of the Senate seats will be up for grabs in
next November's off-year elections, these
are anxious months on Capitol Hill.
California Rep. Victor V. Veysey (R.)
summed up both the dimensions of the
problem and the nature of the political
threat this way during debate on H.R.
7130:
"We have buried ourselves and the
country in a history of deficits, broken
budgets, and runaway spending on illconceived programs. We have spawned an
unpluggable series of ratholes to drain
dollars not only from our pocketbooks but
from other vitally needed programs. If we
fail to pass this measure, I submit that the
American people will make us pay the
price for our folly.
"This country has gone to the wall
fighting relentless taxes, booming Federal
spending and soaring inflation... Unless
we can show the American public that we
are willing to assume our necessary role in
this battle for responsible spending, we
will deserve to be tossed out on our collective ears."

Whitten: Co-chaired budget study group.
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Highlights:
1 - Legislation now moving through Congress is designed to streng .e~·'
the congressional budget control role and improve procedures for setting ·
national spending priorities.
2- Central budget control mechanisms would be set up and appropriations
process' timetables would be changed, in effect, forcing the traditionally
free-spending Congress ·to make major spending and revenue policy
choices. Other provisions are aimed at halting Presidential impoundment
of appropriated funds.
3- Mounting public concern about high taxes, inflation and the quality
of both White House and legislative leadership to cope with national
problems has created a favorable climate for reform .
4- Doubt persists about the ability of Congress to recapture power from
the vast Executive Branch budget bureaucracy. And internal Capitol Hill
rivalries could weaken the budget reform effort.
Veysey has more reason for concern
about his political future than many of his
colleagues. Elected in 1970, his power
base still is insecure. And despite expectations at the time of his election that
he would handily be re-elected in 1974, he
must, like other Republican candidates,
bear the additional burden of his party's
Watergate-plagued image.
But even veteran Democrats have been
feeling the heat from voters angered by
growing inflation, the energy crisis, and
scandals in Washington. If ever there was
a period in which the time was ripe for
basic congressional reforms, that time is
now.

Spending Ceiling
On Dec. 5, the House passed H.R. 7130,
titled
Im~!!..!.!!;!;ll!E.!!~~~P.~IJJ a vote
Essentially,
legislation would
require Congress to set an overall spending ceiling with sub-ceiling targets in
program categories and would revise the
authorization and appropriations process
timetable, hopefully to encourage a debate
on national priorities earlier in the process
and force Congress to make major spending policy choices.
The bill also would create new House
and Senate budget committees, strengthen
the power of the Appropriations Committee, and provide for congressional
vetoes of White House impoundment ofor the refusal to spend - appropriated
funds. A Senate bill (S. 1541), which is
similar in many respects but significantly
different in some specific points, is
awaiting action in the Senate Rules Committee.
If the political climate now is more conducive to reform than in the past, t¥ flaws
in congressional bu~geting processes have

been painfully evident for many years.
In 1921, Congress delegated major new
budget responsibilities to the Executive
Branch with the Budget and Accounting
Act and establishment of the Bureau of
the Budget.
The Act gave the President responsibility for preparing an annual budget
and transmitting it to Congress. ~
that time, agency bud et re nests went
trect tot e on ss.
e intent of the Act had been to concentrate spending authorization responsibility in the House and Senate Appropriations Committees. Over the years,
however, as the Executive budget role
became stronger and more centralized, the
congressional budget function has become
weaker as spending authority has been
splintered away from the two committees.
On budget matters, the White House
Goliath, represented by a large budget
bureaucracy both in the Office of
Management and Budget and within the
agencies which has 18 months to prepare a
budget, now is pitted against a
congressional David in that Congress
must cram its budget decisions into a few
short months and base those decisions
mainly on Executive Branch information
and expertise.
Despite the present legislative stirrings,
'it is far from certain that the outcome of
the escalating power struggle between
Congress and the Executive will follow the
Biblical script.
It has often been pointed out that a
form of Parkinson's Law has been
operating for years in the Federal spen·
ding area - that is, that expenditures
have risen as income has risen.
The statistics are mind-boggling.
Between 1940 and 1972, the Federal
Government's gross annual revenue rose
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